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In response to the need for more adequate assessment 
of social skills deficits in delinquent adolescent 
girls, Gaffney and McFall (1981) developed a new 
measure— the Problem Inventory for Adolescent Girls 
(PIAG). Initial research indicated that the instrument 
is reasonably reliable and valid with delinquent and 
nondelinquent Caucasian and Black adolescent females.
The present investigatin extended this process of test 
development by collecting normative data with Native 
American adolescent females.
Twenty-six Caucasian females and 26 Native American 
females served as subjects. They were defined as 
delinquent by their placement in a treatment facility 
for delinquency, or according to institutional records 
for subjects in residence at a vocational training 
center. The results indicated no significant 
differences between the Native American and Caucasian 
groups in their overall performances on the PIAG. 
Analyses of individual test items revealed, however, 
significant differences on 3 of 52 items. Demographic 
comparisons between the two groups suggest that they 
were reasonably equivalent in terms of grade level, 
socioeconomic status, and living situation from birth to 
15 years of age. Native American subjects were, 
however, on the average, older females. It was also 
noted that across both groups older subjects tended to 
achieve higher scores in overall test performances. 
Future research is needed to determine the effects of 
age on test performance.
These findings suggest that the PIAG is, in general, a 
psychometrically sound measure for both groups. It is
noted, however, that the three items in which 
significant differences emerged may lack empirical 
validity for use with Native Americans. The 
implications for the use of the PIAG in its current form 
are discussed. The process of test development also is 
discussed, particularly the explication of culturally 
specific values in developing a measure of social 
skills. Proposals for future research with the PIAG are 
outlined.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Programs involved in the treatment of juvenile 
delinquency have been relying increasingly on treatment 
approaches based upon learning theory (Braukmann, Fixsen, 
Phillips, & Wolf, 1975). According, however, to Freedman, 
Donahoe, Rosenthal, Schlundt, and McFall (1978), the 
development of treatment plans has often preceded the 
development of valid diagnostic procedures. This situation 
suggested the need for the development of an assessment tool 
based upon a social skills deficit model of juvenile 
delinquency (McFall, 1976). In 1978, Freedman et al. 
developed the Adolescent Problems Inventory (API). The API 
was developed for use with adolescent boys and yielded a 
profile of the clients' interpersonal strengths and 
weaknesses. In addition, the inventory was shown to support 
the hypothesized relationship between juvenile delinquency 
and social skills deficits. These promising results 
prompted the development of the Problem Inventory for 
Adolescent Girls (PIAG) (Gaffney & McFall, 1981).
The development of the PIAG and the initial validation 
studies have also proved to be encouraging (Gaffney &
McFall, 1981; Ward & McFall, 1984). The validation studies
support the construct validity of a social skills model of 
juvenile delinquency, as well as support the reliability and 
validity of the PIAG. Thus far the development of the PIAG 
has been based upon Caucasian and Black subjects. The use 
of the PIAG with other populations cannot, therefore, be 
validated without the collection of normative data from 
those groups (Golden, Sawicki, & Franzen, 1984). It is the 
purpose of the present investigation to establish normative 
data for the PIAG with Native American female adolescents.
Principles of Test Development
Content Validity
Assessment of the content validity addresses the issue 
of the extent to which the items on a test provide a 
representative sample from the domain of interest (Brown, 
1970; Nunnally, 1978). No specific quantitative method can 
be used for this purpose; rather, judgments of the content 
validity must rely upon the appropriate use of rational 
methods of test construction, and the use of a 
representative sample of items. Therefore, in determining 
the adequacy of a particular sample in representing the 
domain of interest, it is useful for the authors of a test 
to specify the theory upon which the items have been 
generated (Golden et al., 1984), or indicate the specific 
values which provided a standard for item development 
(Nunnally, 1978).
Nunnally (1978) further suggested that the face 
validity of the test can be considered a subset of content 
validity, and should be included as a standard in assessing 
content validity. In contrast to the overall assessment of 
content validity which is determined as the test is 
developed, face validity is assessed after the test is 
constructed by judging the extent to which the test appears 
to measure what it is purported to. This standard is useful 
because it provides encouragement to the test constructor 
that the test will be a predictor of the criterion measure. 
Tests which are more analogous in content and form to the 
criterion measure tend to be better predictors. Face 
validity also is useful in propagating the use of a test in 
applied settings because it renders the test more 
comprehensible to those in a position to use it.
The construction of the PIAG was based upon a social 
skills deficit model of juvenile delinquency (Bandura, 1969; 
McFall, 1976). This model is based upon a social learning 
theory of deviant behavior. According to this view, deviant 
behavior is the result of negative interactive processes 
between an individual and the social environment (Bandura, 
1969). This theory suggests that deviant behavior can be 
alleviated by creating new behaviors in the individual which 
will subsequently be reinforced and maintained by the social 
environment. The theory also implies that individuals who 
can elicit more favorable responses from their social
networks, such as through a repertoire of competent 
behaviors, will be in a position to exert positive control 
over the outcomes of their social interactions.
The methodological orientation used in the construction 
of the PIAG was based upon the work of Goldfried and 
D'Zurilla (1969) in their development of a behavioral 
analytic model for-assessing interpersonal competence. The 
purpose of this model is to assess the functional 
relationship between an individual and the environment.
This approach is contrasted with assessment aimed at 
obtaining information about the underlying attributes or 
causes of behavior. This model is analytic in scope by 
suggesting a criterion approach to item analysis and in the 
development of scoring procedures for responses. The 
criterion analysis consists of the following three steps:
(a) situational analysis, (b) response enumeration, and 
(c) response evaluation. The final steps in test 
construction are the development of the test format and 
evaluation of the measure.
Predictive Validity
The purpose of predictive or criterion-related validity 
is to empirically assess the test's ability to predict 
individual performance on some other measure or criterion 
(Brown, 1976; Golden et al., 1984). The accuracy of the 
prediction provides a basis for generalizing the results of
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one measure to another. Therefore, in addressing the issue 
of scientific generalization, predictive validity 
establishes the extent to which probability statements can 
be made based upon correlations between measures. According 
to Nunnally (1978), predictive validity can only be 
determined through correlational analyses, i.e., the 
correlation between the two measures provides a direct index 
of the degree of predictive validity. Finally, sagacious 
and prudent decisions based upon the measure's predictive 
validity provide the necessary criterion for determining 
its applied and heuristic value.
In assessing the psychometric properties of the PIAG, 
predictive validity also serves as an indicator of the 
construct validity of the measure. Gaffney and McFall 
(1981) found that the PIAG correctly predicted delinquency 
status 85% of the time. In the subsequent validation study 
(Ward & McFall, 1983), test performance accurately predicted 
delinquency status 7 2.9% of the time. For the purpose of
the PIAG, these results provide support to the hypothesized
relationship between delinquency status and a social skills 
deficit model of delinquent behavior. These results also 
suggest the possibility for the use of the PIAG in
identifying individuals who may be at risk for developing
behaviors associated with delinquency; however, the 
potential problems associated with the use of tests in this
5
regard, such as attaching negative labels to individuals, 
may well outweigh its potential benefits.
Construct Validity
The purpose of establishing a measure's construct 
validity is to determine the extent to which the domain of 
interest has been adequately delineated (Nunnally, 1978).
The process of construct validation begins with an 
hypothesis which suggests a rationale by which a group of 
behaviors functionally and dynamically relate to one 
another. Subsequent research establishing the construct 
validity of a measure will be successful to the extent that 
the original conceptualization of the domain of interest 
discriminates the particular domain from other domains or 
traits (Golden et al., 1984). According to Nunnally (1978), 
the empirical basis for construct validation entails 
establishing correlations between the hypothetical domain of 
interest and other constructs whose validity has already 
been established. The degree the correlations are predicted 
from knowledge of the construct provides empirical support 
for the construct validity of the measure. In addition, an 
analysis of the internal correlations between items of the 
measure provide evidence that a unified trait or factor is 
being assessed.
The construct of interest in the development of the 
PIAG is social skills deficits in delinquent behaviors.
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To assess the validity of this construct, a relationship 
must be empirically established with a construct of 
delinquency which is clearly delineated and which has 
achieved consensual validation. For this purpose, 
adjudicated status as a delinquent has been the construct 
which has provided the criterion measure. The PIAG has been 
shown to achieve a high, positive correlation with the 
criterion measure. This finding supports the hypothesized 
relationship between social skills deficits and delinquent 
behaviors.
High interitem correlations suggest the presence of a 
cluster of behaviors which operate as a system and, 
therefore, achieve the status of an attribute. An analysis 
of the internal structure of the PIAG reveals a lack of any 
such unified traits or factors. This finding may suggest 
that the behaviors measured in the PIAG have not been 
assessed adequately in terms of their systemic attributes. 
Social skills deficits may also correlate with other more 
general personality factors such as self-concept or 
depressive states. Inclusion of an assessment of these 
factors and their relationship with items of the PIAG may 
reveal a set of interpretable clusters. According to Walsh 
(1985), a lack of interpretable clusters in the PIAG may 
also suggest the inclusion of those items which are 
marginally related to the construct of interest. Thus, as a
7
unified construct, social skills deficits in delinquent 
behavior remain a hypothetical question which demands 
further investigation.
Finally, for the purpose of the current study, the 
criterion measure is expanded to include client status in a 
service organization for delinquency and delinquency-related 
problems, or a history of adjudicated delinquent status, or 
a self-reported history of delinquent behaviors. The 
expansion of the criterion serves two objectives. First, it 
yields information regarding the robustness of the 
phenomenon under investigation. Second, it allows for the 
collection of normative data from a larger sample of 
subjects whose problems are also predicted by performances 
on the PIAG.
Development of the Problem Inventory 
for Adolescent Girls
In response to the need for more adequate assessment of 
social skills deficits in delinquent adolescent girls, 
Gaffney and McFall (1981) developed a new measure— the 
Problem Inventory for Adolescent Girls (PIAG). The first 
phase of the research involved the construction of the PIAG. 
The second phase of the research investigated the validity 
of the inventory. The development of the PIAG was similar 
to the development of the Adolescent Problems Inventory 
(API) in the use of Goldfried and D'Zurilla's (1969)
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behavioral-analytic model for assessing competence. Based 
upon this model, test construction involved six steps:
(a) situational analysis, (b) item development, (c) response 
enumeration, (d) response evaluation, (e) development of the 
criterion-referenced rater's manual, and (f) final form of 
the inventory.
Situational Analysis
The purpose of this step was to generate a list of 
situations which would be typically encountered and demand 
active problem solving skills for adolescent females. In 
order to develop an inventory of situations, a cross section 
of individuals were interviewed: 10 high school teachers,
10 parents of adolescent girls, 6 probation and parole 
officers, 4 community youth leaders, 4 high school guidance 
counselors, and 35 delinquent and nondelinquent adolescents. 
The interviews specifically addresssed interpersonal issues 
relating to parents, teachers, and peers. In addition, 
information concerning coping with negative emotions, crises, 
and finances was obtained. Finally, the API was examined 
and a literature search conducted on female adolescence and 
delinquency for material not presented in the interview 
data.
Item Development
Seventy-eight situations or items were culled from the 
interview data and literature search. Items were next
developed into a standard form, with each item representing 
one problem situation, and subjects were requested to 
describe verbally how they could solve or cope with the 
situation.
Response Enumeration
A total of 20 Caucasian subjects (12 nondelinquent,
8 delinquent) representing a range of competencies were 
administered the 78 items generated from the previous step. 
Delinquent subjects were selected based upon their 
adjudicated status and residence in a treatment situation. 
Subjects1 responses generated a large sample of responses 
from which a rating scale could be developed.
Response Evaluation
To develop a standardized method for scoring subjects' 
responses, a group of judges was requested to rate each 
response on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (very incompetent 
or very ineffective) to 5 (very competent). Competency was 
defined as "A competent or effective response is one that 
solves the present problem, making future problems of the 
same type less likely, and does not introduce any new 
problems for the person" (Gaffney & McFall, 1981, p. 961). 
Judges were selected to rate specific items based upon their 
personal knowledge of the situation, or their decision 
making involvement with delinquent behaviors. There were a 
total of 56 judges: 12 teachers, 4 principals, 8 mothers,
10
4 fathers, 8 adolescent boys, 12 adolescent girls,
4 employers, and 4 police offiers. The criteria upon which 
judges rated responses were also recorded for use in the 
development of a rater's manual.
Development of the 
Rater1s Manual
Based upon the judges' mean ratings and the criteria
used to judge individual responses, a list of criteria was
developed to provide a standardized scoring system. In
addition to the 5-point scale, sample responses based upon
judges' mean ratings are included to aid in the training of
raters. The authors summarized the general behaviors found
to be characteristics of responses as follows:
Competent performance was closely related to the 
abilities to express one-self in a clear and polite 
way, to show concern for the feelings of others, and to 
defer to adult authority. Incompetent behavior 
generally involved verbal or physical aggressiveness, 
acting against the expressed wishes of adults, walking 
away from problems, and committing illegal actions 
(Gaffney & McFall, 1981, p. 963).
Development of the 
Final Inventory
Four judges rated all responses to a particular item. 
Based upon the agreement between the judges for a given 
item, coefficient alphas were calculated. Items with 
coefficient alphas below .70 were discarded. The final 
inventory consisted of 52 items. (As reported in Gaffney 
& McFall, 1981.)
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Validity Studies of the Problem Inventory 
for Adolescent Girls
The purpose of the investigation by (Gaffney & McFall 
(1981) is to assess the discriminant validity of the PIAG. 
The inventory was administered to two groups of subjects:
29 delinquent females and 29 nondelinquent females (all 
Caucasian). Delinquent subjects were adjudicated delinquent 
females in residence at a correctional facility. 
Nondelinquent subjects were selected from a local high 
school. Groups were matched for age, IQ, and socioeconomic 
status. Additional demographic data collected included a 
history of illicit activity, current living situation, and 
school attendance records.
Results of the research indicated that groups performed 
significantly different on the PIAG, t (28) = 9.22,
£ < .001. A discriminant function analysis was conducted 
to determine the PIAG's predictive ability in correctly 
classifying delinquent and nondelinquent subjects. The 
results of this analysis indicate that based upon 
performance on the PIAG, subjects will be correctly 
classified 85% of the time. The base rate for adjudicated 
delinquent females is reported at less than .05. The 
authors proposed that the PIAG's ability to accurately 
classify subjects 85% of the time supports the experimental 
hypothesis that a relationship exists between interpersonal
competence and delinquency. Finally, interrater reliability 
is reported as ranging from .79 to .95 (mean = .91, SD = .05).
To assess the external validity of the PIAG, groups of 
items reflecting specific content areas were related to a 
number of independent measures. On items dealing with a 
choice between illegal and legal behavior, delinquents were 
significantly more likely than nondelinquents to choose an 
illegal response on six out of seven items (results of the 
t-test were not reported). Subjects from intact families 
(both original parents still are present) scored a 
significantly higher mean rating on items involving parents, 
t (56) = 2.76, £ < .05. In addition, delinquent subjects 
with a history of running away from home scored 
significantly lower than nonrunners on items involving 
parents, t (27) = 5.76, £ < .05. No significant differences 
were found between a history of conduct reports in school 
and responses to items involving teachers and peers (results 
of the analysis were not reported). Finally, no significant 
relationship was found between ratings of competency by 
peers for the nondelinquent subjects and responses to items 
involving peers (the results were not reported). These 
findings indicated the PIAG possesses some degree of 
external validity although additional research is needed to 
further substantiate this claim.
Ward and McFall (1983) conducted an additional 
validation study of the PIAG. As in the previous study by
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Gaffney and McFall (1981), the relationship between scores 
on the PIAG and female delinquency was investigated. In 
addition, cross-cultural normative data was collected 
comparing the performance of Caucasian and Black subjects. 
Several procedural variations were introduced to improve the 
reliability of the inventory. To provide further support 
for the construct and predictive validity of the PIAG, two 
self-report measures of delinquency behaviors (The 
Traditional Delinquency measure and The Status and Criminal 
Offenses measure) were used along with adjudicated status as 
criteria for assessing the presence of delinquent behaviors.
The inventory was administered to two groups of 
subjects: 59 delinquent females (29 Black, 30 Caucasian)
and 59 nondelinquent girls (30 Black, 29 Caucasian). As in 
the previous study, delinquent subjects were adjudicated 
delinquent females in residence at a correctional 
institution. Nondelinquent subjects were volunteers 
solicited through service organizations for adolescent 
girls. The two groups (delinquent and nondelinquent) did 
not significantly differ in mean age; however, delinquents 
were at a lower mean grade in school than nondelinquents.
The authors noted that this difference is interpretable 
given the frequent interruptions in school for delinquents 
as a result of delinquent behaviors in school and as a 
result of a placement in a correctional facility.
Differences between groups also were found for living
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conditions; delinquents were more often not living at home. 
Groups were comparable in terms of socioeconomic status. As 
theoretically and empirically predicted, on the basis of the 
self-report measures of delinquent behavior, subjects 
classified as adjudicated delinquents were also found to 
have had more contact with the legal system. In comparing 
demographic characteristics between Black and Caucasian 
subjects, both groups were comparable in terms of mean ages 
and living conditions; however, Black delinquent subjects 
were shown to come from a lower socioeconomic level when 
compared to Caucasian delinquent subjects.
According to Meehl (1971) and Lord (1969), matching 
groups to control for possible sources of variance is 
problematic in that such an approach may actually distort 
interpretations of causal factors. Furthermore, according 
to Kazdin (1980), matching variables to equalize groups for 
the purpose of analyzing group differences is only necessary 
for those factors predicted or established as being related 
to performance on the dependent measure. Therefore, in this 
study, differences are not corrected through matching or any 
other statistical technique. Rather, group differences are 
rated as having interpretive and heuristic relevance.
Results of the research indicated that the two groups 
of delinquent and nondelinquent subjects performed 
significantly differently, F (1, 114) = 29.92, £ > .001. 
Differences in performance, however, were not found to be
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related to race. An analysis of specific items found that 
within the delinquent groups the two racial groups performed 
simlarly on 49 items, with the Caucasian subjects rated as 
more competent on 3 items. In the nondelinquent groups, all 
subjects performed similarly on 45 items, with Black 
subjects rated as more competent on 5 items. A discriminant 
analysis function of the PIAG was conducted and the results 
indicated that in this study subjects will be correctly 
classified as delinquent 71.9% of the time based upon test 
performance alone. Interrater reliability was reported at 
r = .80 with two judges rating all responses. Interitem 
correlations were reported ranging from -.23 to .46 
suggesting no interpretable set of factors in the PIAG. 
(According to Walsh, 1985, an interitem correlation of 
-.23 would probably suggest a miskeying error.) The 
coefficient alpha was reported at .89.
The Adolescent Problems Inventory
The Adolescent Problems Inventory (API) was developed 
by Freedman et al. (1978) in response to the need for an 
assessment instrument to be used in treatment planning with 
delinquent populations. Based upon a social skills deficits 
model of delinquent behavior (McFall, 1976), the API was 
developed to yield a profile of an individual's 
interpersonal strengths and weaknesses. The development and 
initial validation studies of the API preceded the PIAG and
16
is designed for use with adolescent males. Thus the 
theoretical and empirical basis upon which the API was 
constructed is identical to the PIAG.
Upon completion of the test development phase of the 
API, two validation studies were conducted to assess the 
inventory's discriminant validity (Freedman et al., 1978).
In the first investigation, the API was administered to 
three groups of subjects: 20 delinquent males, 20
nondelinquent males— good citizens, and 20 nondelinquent 
males— leaders (all Caucasian). Nondelinquent subjects were 
nominated for participation in the study by their school 
guidance counselors. Good citizens were considered to have 
good relationships with peers and authority figures and to 
be active in extracurricular projectsv Subjects chosen as 
leaders were considered to have all the qualities of good 
citizens in addition to evidence of their leadership skills. 
Delinquent subjects were adjudicated delinquent males in 
residence at a correctional facility. The purposes of 
including two groups of nondelinquent subjects was to assess 
the API's ability to predict finer discriminations on a 
continuum of social skills. Based upon the hypothesized 
relationship between social skills deficits and delinquent 
behaviors, experimental predictions were as follows:
(a) delinquent subjects were predicted to perform less 
competently on the API as compared to the nondelinquent 
subjects, and (b) between the two groups of nondelinquent
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subjects leaders were predicted to perform more competently 
on the API than good citizens.
Between-group comparisons of demographic information 
indicated one main difference between groups of subjects: 
the leaders' mean socioeconomic status was significantly 
higher than that of the other two groups (p < .005).
Results of the study also indicated significant differences 
between groups on mean IQ scores based upon the Culture Fair 
Test, the Wide Range Vocabulary Test, and the Henman-Nelson 
Test. The mean IQ scores of the good citizens nondelinquent 
group was significantly higher than the delinquent group. 
Furthermore, the API scores of all groups correlated 
positively with verbal IQ scores (.r = .70, p < .05). A 
strong positive correlation did not exist, however, when the 
analysis was performed separately within the delinquent 
(r = .14) and nondelinquent groups (r = .03).
In an attempt to ferret out the extent to which IQ 
scores were contributing to performance on the API, an 
analysis of two subsamples of delinquent (n = 8) and 
nondelinquent (n = 8) subjects was performed in which 
subjects were matched on mean IQ scores. The results of the 
analysis indicated that the API scores of the two groups 
remained significantly different (F (1, 14) = 85.00, 
p < .05). Finally, the grade point average of the 
nondelinquent groups were significantly higher than the 
delinquent group. Within the nondelinquent group, leaders
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had significantly higher grade point averages than good 
citizens. The authors concluded that these findings suggest 
that while verbal skills may account for a proportion of the 
variance in IQ and API scores, the API measures additional 
skills or attributes.
Results of the research indicated that the three groups 
of subjects performed significantly differently from one 
another. Leaders achieved significantly better scores than 
did the good citizens (F (1, 57) = 19.63, £ < .001), and 
good citizens performed significantly better than the 
delinquents (F (1, 57) = 217.71, £ < .001). (Mean scores: 
leaders 6.77, SD = .60; good citizens 5.86, SD = .65; 
delinquent 2.73, SD = .77.) In addition, an analysis of 
specific items indicated that the good citizens performed 
significantly better than delinquents on 42 out of 44 test 
items. The authors noted that the differences found between 
the good citizens and delinquent groups is of particular 
importance due to the equivalence of these groups on the 
variables of age and socioeconomic status.
A disciminant analysis function based upon four content 
areas of the API indicated that in this study delinquents 
will be correctly classified 100% of the time based upon 
test performance alone. Interrater reliability - is reported 
at r = .99. A reliability analysis of the API suggested no 
interpretable set of clusters. The coefficient alpha is 
reported at .96.
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I
A second validation study was conducted (Freedman et 
al., 1978) to assess how well the API could reliably 
discriminate between subjects within a delinquent 
population. The inventory was administered to two groups of 
subjects (all Caucasian): 15 delinquent males with a
history of disruptive behaviors at the institution, and 15 
delinquent males with no significant history of disruptive 
behaviors. All subjects were adjudicated delinquents in 
residence at a correctional facility. Groups were 
equivalent on the variables of age and socioeconomic status. 
Results of the study indicated that the two groups performed 
significantly different on the API; low disruptive subjects 
performed significantly better than did high disruptive 
subjects, F (1, 28) = 5.92, jo < .015. An analysis of 
specific items indicated the low disruptive subjects 
performed better on 32 of the 44 items of the API.
Finally, a third validation study was conducted to 
assess the discriminant properties of the API, and to again 
address the issue of the effect of differences in IQ scores 
on subject performance (Freedman et al., 1978). The 
inventory was administered to'two groups of subjects (all 
Caucasian): 40 delinquent males and 40 nondelinquent males.
Delinquent subjects were in residence at a correctional 
institution, and nondelinquents were selected from a local 
high school. Subjects were matched on the variables of age, 
socioeconomic status, and 10. The IQ measures, however,
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were different for the two groups and the results of a 
t-test to assess for equivalency between groups indicated a 
significant difference on IQ scores, t (39), =2.965,
£ < .05. The authors noted that while statistically 
significant, the magnitude of the difference was small. In 
addition, the correlation between IQ and total API scores 
was found to be low and nonsignificant, r = .06. Two 
parametric variations also were investigated: the effect of
requesting subjects' best responses as compared to 
instructions requesting typical responses, and the effect of 
presenting subjects with a multiple-choice format as 
compared to a free-response format.
Results of this study indicated that nondelinquents 
performed significantly better than delinquents on the 
multiple-choice format, F (1, 64) = 10.59, £ < .005, and the 
free-response format, F (1, 64) = 21.68, £ < .001. In terms 
of instructional set, both groups performed significantly 
better within the free-response format when asked to give 
the best response. No differences due to instructional set 
were found within the multiple-choice format. Finally, bpth 
groups performed significantly better on the multiple-choice 
version of the test than on the free-response version.
In sum, these studies have found that the API could 
distinguish between delinquents and nondelinquent males, as 
well as differentiate between subjects within these broader 
categories. These findings support the hypothesized
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relationship between social skills deficits and delinquent 
behaviors, and thus suggest the usefulness of the construct 
in providing a model upon which to base an assessment. 
Finally, from a treatment perspective, the improved 
performance of subjects when instructed to give the best 
response and when given a multiple-choice format is 
encouraging. This-finding may suggest that, although 
individuals may evidence behavioral deficits in social 
skills, they nonetheless may well be in possession of some 
of the cognitive skills and knowledge necessary to achieve a 
more competent behavioral repertoire.
The Present Investigation
The development of a new instrument is a process 
characterized by the necessity for ongoing research on the 
psychometric properties and applied utility of the test 
(Golden et al., 1984). Once the initial research on a test 
indicates that the instrument is reasonably reliable and 
valid, normative data must be collected to ensure the valid 
interpretation of individual scores. Individual scores can 
be affected by several influences such as language, 
education, culture, motivation, and personal history.
Golden et al. noted that while these influences may average 
out over a large population, they may strongly continue to 
influence the interpretation of individual scores. As a
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result of this feature of test interpretation, these authors 
stated that
even if a sample of 3,000 subjects were to include the 
same percentage of American Indians as exists in the 
population as a whole, to argue that the mean scores of 
such a sample are as representative of an individual 
American Indian's performance as the model subject's 
performance is of questionable validity. The degree to 
which such an assumption is accurate may only be 
determined by norming the test within subgroups that 
exist within the majority population. (p. 35)
Thus far, the normative data collected for the PIAG has
included Caucasian and Black subjects (Ward & McFall, 1983).
It is the purpose of the current study to continue with the
process of test development by collecting normative data
with Native American subjects. As suggested by the research
noted above, the initial findings indicate that the PIAG is
a potentially useful and theoretically important test. In
accordance with its conception, the PIAG yields a fairly
reliable and valid profile of an adolescent female's
interpersonal strengths and weaknesses (Gaffney & McFall,
1981). This investigation will provide the information
needed to support the validity and, hence, the appropriate
and proper interpretation of the PIAG with Native American
persons.
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Chapter 2
METHOD 
Design 
Subjects
Twenty-six delinquent Caucasian females and 26 
delinquent Native American females served as subjects. The 
Caucasian subjects were literate adolescents in residence or 
in the process of being evaluated at the Mountain View 
Girl's School (Helena, Montana), Missoula Youth Homes, and 
Missoula Aftercare Program. The Native American subjects 
were literate adolescents from the Mountain View Girl's 
School, Job Corps (Ronan, Montana), and Missoula Youth 
Homes.
Subjects were informed of their rights as participants 
in an experimental research program and requested to sign a 
voluntary participation and informed consent statement (see 
Appendix). Subjects were requested to sign a release of 
information statement, regarding test scores, to their 
respective institutions. The participating institutions 
will be at liberty to use the test results in accord with 
their policies and procedures on evaluation and treatment 
planning. At the completion of the test, subjects were
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debriefed and any questions concerning the investigation 
answered.
Procedures
Procedures for this investigation are a close 
replication of a cross-validation study of the PIAG by Ward 
and McFall (1984). Subjects were administered the PIAG in 
group testing sessions by the principal investigator and one 
undergraduate research assistant. Each subject was assigned 
an identification number for the purpose of analyzing the 
test data. A master list of the subjects' names and 
identification numbers was retained by the principal 
investigator to facilitate, at the completion of the data 
collection phase of the research, releasing subjects' 
protocols to the respective institutions.
Subjects were tested in a group administration format 
at the Mountain View School, Missoula Youth Homes, Job 
Corps, and Missoula Aftercare Program in June, July, and 
August 1985. Group size was determined by scheduling 
considerations of the subjects and staff and the size of the 
rooms available for testing. Administration of the PIAG was 
conducted through the oral presentation of items, 
accompanied by typed transcripts for the subjects to read. 
Instructions to the subjects were similar to those used in 
Freedman (1974):
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I'm Ms. Paris, and I'm interested in finding out if 
this new test is a good test to use with teenage girls. 
The test contains a number of problem situations which 
I'll ask you about— what you would do or say if you
were in that situation. The kinds of problems in the
test are thought to be situations which you might often 
be dealing with in your lives.
Here is the list of problems in written form.
When we begin, I'll read the items to you one at a
time and you will hear a description of the problem
situation. I want you to listen carefully to each 
situation as you read along. Try to picture each 
situation in your mind so you feel as if you're 
actually in that situation. Then I'll be asking you to 
write down what you'd actually do if you were in that 
situation. Use the same words you would actually use, 
and give me enough detail about what you would do so 
that I have a good idea of how you would handle the 
situation. Any questions? OK, let's begin.
The first item was presented. If subjects did not
follow the instructions, the directions were repeated until
all subjects understood the testing procedures. Then the
subsequent items were presented.
All responses to a given item were grouped together for
the purpose of minimizing the possibility that a rating bias
would develop in relation to a particular individual's set
of responses. Two "blind" undergraduate female judges who
had been trained in the use of the PIAG criterion-referenced
rater's manual (Gaffney & McFall, 1981) separately scored
all responses. Each response was rated for competence on a
. 5-point scale ranging from 1 (incompetent) to 5 (competent).
Dependent Measures
PIAG. The PIAG consists of 52 items representing a 
variety of situations which have been found to be frequently
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encountered and problematic for adolescent females (Gaffney 
& McFall, 1981). The majority of items involve a social 
interaction, and a few items deal with handling difficult 
emotions. A complete discussion of the psychometric 
properties of the inventory are presented in the literature 
review section of this report.
Demographic and Personal Data
In addition to the administration of the PIAG, 
demographic and personal information was collected.
Analyses of this information was consistent with the study 
by Ward and McFall (1984) and useful in determining sources 
of variance in comparing the two groups of subjects.
Specific demographic and personal information collected was 
subjects' ages, grade levels, socioeconomic status, and past 
and present living conditions (i.e., family of origin, 
foster care, relatives, or institution).
Training of Raters
The raters, both females, were undergraduate psychology 
students who received financial compensation for. their work. 
They were trained by the principal investigator. The raters 
first familiarized themselves with the Rater1 s. Manual for 
the PIAG. The manual lists the 52 items of the inventory 
each followed by guidelines and examples for each rating 
point on the 5-point scale. General rules for scoring are 
also included in the manual.
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The next step involved a practice rating session using 
three sample protocols based upon responses from three 
adolescent volunteers from the community. First, raters 
independently rated responses to items 1 and 2, and 
informally compared ratings to clarify and discuss with the 
investigator any discrepancies in the ratings. Second, the 
three sample protocols were rated in their entirety and the 
percentage of interrater agreement was computed. A 
minimally acceptable standard for interrater reliability is 
. 7 0 .
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Chapter 3
RESULTS 
Analyses 
Group Performance
To assess for significant differences between the 
Native American and Caucasian groups in their overall 
performance on the PIAG, a one-way analysis of variance was 
computed. The results indicate no main effect for group 
membership in overall performance on the PIAG (F (1, 50) = 
1.66, p > .05) (see Appendix, Table 1). Native American 
subjects earned a mean rating of 3.10 (SD = .47) per item, 
indicating that on the 5-point scale ranging from 1 
(incompetent) to 5 (competent) judges rated their responses 
in general to be neither competent nor incompetent.
Caucasian subjects earned a mean rating of 3.04 (SD = .56) 
per item, indicating that judges also rated their responses 
in general to be neither competent nor incompetent on the 
5-point scale (see Appendix, Table 2).
To compare the Native American (NA) and Caucasian (C) 
subjects on individual items, a one-way analysis of variance 
was employed for each of the 52 inventory items. No 
significant differences were found between groups on 4 9 of
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the 52 items (all p > .05), thus significant differences 
were found for three items (all p < .05). One item involved 
coping with pregnancy (F (1, 50) = 4.47, p < .05; C: mean =
3.3, SD = .93; NA: mean = 2.7, SD = 1.6). Another item
involved a choice between legal and illegal behavior 
(F (1, 50) = 4.17, p < .05; C: mean = 3.8, SD = .77;
NA: mean = 3.23, SD = 1.11). The third item involved
interaction with parents (F (1, 50) =6.04, p < .05;
C: mean = 2.30, SD = .74; NA: mean =3.11, SD =1.51 (see
Appendix, Table 3).
A one-way analysis of variance was also computed 
across content areas of the PIAG to assess for significant 
differences between Native American and Caucasian subjects. 
No significant differences were found between groups in the 
following areas: (a) choice between legal and illegal
behavior (7 items), (b) interactions with parents (15 
items), (c) interactions with teachers (10 items),
(d) interactions with peers (14 items), (e) coping with bad 
moods (2 items) (f) responsibilities for homework and money 
(2 items), and (g) interactions with authority figures 
(2 items) (all p > .05) (see Appendix, Table 4).
Demographic and Personal Data
To examine differences which might exist between the 
Native American and Caucasian groups on the variables of 
age, grade level, socioeconomic status (based upon primary
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wage earner's occupation and educational level), and past 
and current living conditions (i.e., family of origin, 
foster care, relations, or institution), a series of 
t-tests and chi-square analyses were computed. The groups 
were significantly different in age (t (50) = 4.34,
£ < .01). The mean age for Native American subjects was 
18.5 (SD = 2.3), and for Caucasian subjects the mean age was 
14.3 (SD = 4.4). No significant differences were found on 
the variables of grade level (t (50) = 1.22, £ > .05), 
occupational level of the primary wage earner (t (50) =
1.09, £ > .05), or educational level of the primary wage 
earner (t (50) = 1.84, £ > .05) (see Appendix, Table 5).
In terms of differences between groups in living 
situation, no significant differences were found for living 
living situation from birth to 5 years of age (x2 = 0.00, 
df = 1, £ > .05), from 6-10 years of age (x2 = 1.85,
df =1, £ > .05), and from 10-15 years of age (x2 = 2.25,
df = 3, £ > .05). Significant differences did emerge,
however, between groups in terms of current living situation 
(X2 =24.12, df = 4, £ > .05). (In all the chi-square tests 
involving one degree of freedom, corrections for continuity 
were used.) (See Appendix, Table 6.)
To examine the relationship between demographic 
variables and overall performance on the PIAG across both 
groups, Pearson product-moment correlations were computed
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between the variables of age, grade level, socioeconomic 
status (based upon primary wage earner's occupation and 
educational level), and chi-square analyses were computed 
for the variables of living situation and location of 
testing site. No significant correlations were found 
for the variables of grade level and socioeconomic status 
(all £ > .05). The correlation between age and total PIAG 
performance did, however, approach statistical significance 
(r = .23, df = 52, £ = .052) (see Appendix, Table 7).
The results of the chi-square analyses indicate that 
there was no significant relationship between subjects' 
living situation from birth to 10 years of age, 6-10 years 
of age, 10-15 years of age, and PIAG performance (all 
£ > .05). A significant relationship between subjects' 
current living situation and PIAG performance was, however, 
revealed ( =  15.09, df =2, £ < .05). Similarly, location 
of testing site and subject's PIAG performance were also 
related (ŷ- = 9.78, df = 2, £ < . 05 (see Appendix, Table 8).
Interrater Reliability
Interrater reliability for the three training protocols 
was calculated at .93, where agreement was. defined as 
ratings within one point of each other. A random sample of 
30% of the test questions were also computed for interrater 
reliability and yielded 90% agreement between the two raters.
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Chapter 4
DISCUSSION
The purpose of the present investigation was to collect 
normative data with Native American subjects for the PIAG. 
The collection of normative data with specific cultural 
groups within the general population is a necessary feature 
of test development and application (Golden, et al., 1984). 
This study continued previous cross-cultural research with 
the PIAG by comparing the responses of Caucasian and Native 
American subjects. The results indicated that no 
significant differences were found between these two groups 
of delinquent subjects on the PIAG. Thus the PIAG appears 
to be a potentially useful test with both Caucasian and 
Native American persons.
These results are consistent with the previous research 
comparing Caucasian and Black subjects which also found no 
significant differences between groups (Ward & McFall,
1983). These studies collectively suggest that the PIAG is 
a culturally fair test when used with Caucasian, Black, or 
Native American persons. While, however, results do 
indicate the validity of the PIAG with Caucasian and Native 
American subjects in terms of overall test performance, 
analyses of individual test items suggest that there are
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several items which may not be equally valid for Caucasian 
and Native American subjects.
Specifically, significant differences were found 
between Caucasian and Native American subjects for three 
items: (a) coping with pregnancy, (b) choices between
legal and illegal behavior, and (c) interactions with 
parents. Caucasian subjects scored, on the average, higher 
than Native American subjects on one item dealing with 
pregnancy and one item dealing with choices between legal 
and illegal behavior. Native American subjects scored, on 
the average, higher than Caucasian subjects on one item 
involving interactions with parents.
To the extent these findings reflect significant 
differences between Native American and Caucasian subjects 
in their performance of these test items, three hypotheses 
are advanced to explain the data. One hypothesis assumes 
that these particular items are empirically valid test 
stimuli for the construct of social skills with Native 
American and Caucasian individuals. To the extent this 
hypothesis is true, differences in performance reflect 
actual differences in social skills competency between the 
two groups. The second hypothesis is that these findings 
have occurred as the result of chance alone (£ < .05). The 
third hypothesis postulates that these items lack validity 
across groups, and differences in performance are due to 
errors in measurement. Potential sources of measurement
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error can be found in the test stimuli and in the methods
used to evaluate responses to the stimuli. The items in
question may lack construct validity across groups due to
cultural biases in item development, and in the criteria
used to evaluate responses.
Inherent in the process of developing a measure of
social skills is the explication of cultural values
regarding the optimal manner in which social relations are
enacted. In the development of the PIAG, the task of
defining social competency was governed by theory and the
empirical demand for consensual validation. Consensual
validation regarding social ideals or behaviors are,
however, culturally specific and learned (Beals & Hoijer,
1971). The process of validation must rely upon abstraction
and human judgment. According to Lee (1959), identification
of social competence is a particularly arduous task manifest
in many forms:
It is not difficult to discover the negative ways in 
which social value is given recognition. As Kluckhohn 
points out, there is in all societies an interdiction 
against "killing, indiscriminate lying and stealing 
within the in-group," and in fact, against whatever 
might bring about dissension, disruption, destruction 
within the recognized social unit, thus ensuring the 
persistence of good relations. However, the procedures 
through which the social bonds are strengthened and the 
avenues afforded for the experience and enhancement of 
social good are so varied that the universality of the 
positive aspect is not as easy to recognize, (p. 166)
Thus the prescriptions of one group, although equally
positive, may not be appropriate or even delineated for
another group. Theoretically, Native Americans and
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Caucasians represent distinct cultural groups which may or 
may not share a given set of specific values or 
prescriptions for social ideals or behaviors. To the extent 
these groups are distinct entities, these test items may not 
be equally valid measures for both groups— although they may 
be found to be reliable measures.
It is beyond the scope and purpose of this 
investigation to attempt an ethnology of Native American and 
Caucasian cultures. It is noted, however, that 
both classifications represent broad cultural categories 
with large and distinct groups within this vast frame of 
reference. For example, the Native American subjects in 
this study represented several tribes from throughout the 
United States. While American Indian tribes share some 
features, they also clearly represent distinct cultural 
entities. Thus the process of test development and use must 
maintain a commitment to considering the individuals' 
memberships in many cultural groupings.
Theoretically, the work of adequately collecting 
normative data and constructing a thoroughly unbiased test 
is never complete. Based upon this investigation, it is 
suggested that a cautious interpretation be made of those 
items found to be significantly different between 
groups— particularly if using the PIAG for developing a 
profile of interpersonal strengths and weaknesses for 
persons of various cultural backgrounds. Presently, there
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is more empirical support using the test in its entirety in 
the form of a summary score.
Finally, items of the PIAG were grouped together into 
content areas and a one-way analysis of variance was 
computed for each area to assess for significant differences 
between Native American and Caucasian subjects. Significant 
differences were not found in any of the content areas:
(a) choice between legal and illegal background (7 items),
(b) interactions with parents (15 items), (c) interactions 
with teachers (10 items), (d) interactions with peers (14 
items), (e) coping with bad moods (2 items),
(f) responsibilities for homework and money (2 items), and
(g) interactions with authority figures (2 items).
These results suggest that while there appear to be 
several individual items which may not be equally valid for 
Caucasian and Native American subjects, the PIAG in general 
is a psychometrically sound measure for both groups. These 
findings again have implications for the use of the PIAG; 
namely, there currently exists an empirical basis for using 
the PIAG in its entirety for assessment across cultural 
groups— rather than as a profile of interpersonal skills 
based upon performance on individual test items.
The results indicate that the Native American and 
Caucasian groups were not significantly different in terms 
of grade level, socioeconomic status (based upon primary 
wage earner's occupation and educational level), living
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situation from birth to 5 years of age, from 6-10 years of 
age, and from 10-15 years of age. The two groups were, 
however, found to be significantly different in mean age 
(Native American mean age = 18.5, Caucasian mean age 
= 14.3), and in their current living situations. The 
majority (81%) of the Caucasian subjects were in residence 
at Mountain View Girls' School at the time of testing. In 
comparison, the majority (65%) of Native American subjects 
were in residence at the Job Corps.
Differences in mean age between the two groups also is 
interpretable given the differences found in current living 
situations. Subjects from Mountain View Girls' School 
generally are younger due to the more current status of 
their delinquent behavior problems. On the other hand, 
subjects from Job Corps are likely to be.older individuals 
who have already committed themselves to more mature 
endeavors in their vocational pursuits.
Results also indicated that there appears to be a 
nonsignificant although positive relationship between PIAG 
performance and age across groups of subjects. Older 
subjects tended to achieve higher scores in overall PIAG 
performance. In addition, a significant relationship was 
found between subjects' current living situation (which was 
identical to location of testing site) and PIAG performance 
across groups. This result can be interpreted by 
considering that the majority of the older subjects, who
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tended to score higher on the test, were also in residence 
at the same living situation or testing site (Job Corps).
Nonetheless, these findings were correlational and not 
experimental in nature. Thus no conclusions can be drawn 
regarding age or residence as causal factors in PIAG 
performance. Further research is needed to determine the 
effects of age and residence on test performance. 
Investigators may, therefore, be interested in conducting 
normative research with the PIAG matching subjects on those 
variables of primary concern. This aside, the present study 
does suggest that the two groups of subjects are reasonably 
equivalent in terms of their demographic features.
In conclusion, the current research indicates that 
the PIAG appears to be an equally valid test for use with 
both Native American and Caucasian subjects. Taken in 
conjunction with a previous study by Ward and McFall (1983) 
which found that the PIAG appears to be equally valid for 
use with Black subjects, the instrument would appear 
to be relatively free of cultural biases. Given that 
delinquent problems and social skills deficits are issues 
which clearly transcend cultural boundaries, a culturally 
fair test for use with delinquent individuals would be a 
useful contribution to those working in the field.
Additional research is needed, however, to continue 
investigating the construct validity of the PIAG, and to 
continue with the work of collective normative data. This
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study provides encouraging results for the use of the PIAG 
with Native American individuals; nonetheless, it will be 
necessary to collect more data before any conclusive 
statements can be made regarding normative data in reference 
to a particular cultural group. Thus the PIAG represents a 
potentially valuable tool in the assessment and treatment of 
female delinquents-, and its interpretation and application 
should be done with the appropriate qualifications in regard 
to its current empirical status.
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A P P E N D I X  A
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INFORMED CONSENT STATEMENT
I hereby agree to take part in a research 
investigation of the Problem Inventory for Adolescent 
Girls. This study is being coordinated by Ms. Amy 
Paris through the Department of Psychology at the 
University of Montana. I understand that participation 
in this study will involve one assessment meeting to 
complete the inventory and related materials.
* * *
The inventory will address the manner in which you 
might typically respond to problem situations thought to 
come up often for adolescent females. The related 
materials will consist of a personal questionnaire.
On this questionnaire you will be asked questions about 
your current and past living situations# grade level# 
ethnic background, and general information concerning 
the occupation and education of the primary wage earner 
in your past living situation. By participating in this 
study, you will have an opportunity to consider how you 
might handle different kinds of problems. You also will 
be contributing to the understanding of whether or not 
this is a test that will be helpful with teenage girls.
* * *
I understand that the results of the testing will 
be released to Kicking Horse Job Corps where I 
currently reside.
I understand that I may contact Ms. Paris should I 
have any questions concerning the research project.
I also understand that I am free to withdraw my 
consent and participation in the project at any time.
Printed name of Client Signature of Client
Amy Paris
Principal Investigator
Date
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A P P E N D I X  B
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DEBRIEFING STATEMENT
1. The responses you have given to this inventory, 
and the related questionnaire, will be reviewed in an 
anonymous way. Furthermore, this information is 
confidential. This means that no one has permission to 
see your responses unless you agree. I have asked for 
and obtained permission to release your test answers to 
the agency in which you currently are involved. As you 
may have noticed, these questions may have been somewhat 
like those the staff has asked or looked into before 
about you. This information can help the staff decide 
what kinds of services and assistance will be useful and 
helpful for you in the future.
2. As I mentioned, I will be studying your 
responses in an anonymous way. This means that what 
I'm interested in is how you as a group generally 
respond to these problems and questions. Specifically, 
I'm interested in finding out if this is a good test to 
use with different groups of girls. For example, I want 
to know if I find the same general responses from girls 
who live in Wisconsin as from those girls who live in 
Montana; also, do Native American girls and Caucasian 
girls respond very differently or very much the same.
3. Any questions?
4. Please feel free to contact me at any time 
should you like any further information regarding the 
project (name, address, and phone number will be 
provided).
5. Thank you for participating in this project.
By participating in this study, I hope you have found 
these questions useful in thinking about different 
problems you may be dealing with or may deal with in the 
future. By your participation, you are also providing 
the staff here with information which helps members 
understand you better as a person. Finally, you are 
contributing to understanding the value of giving this 
test with different groups of girls.
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PROBLEM INVENTORY FOR ADOLESCENT GIRLS: 52 ITEMS*
1. It's Saturday night, and your parents are staying home. You 
ask your father for the car, so you can drive to your friend's house 
on the other side of town. Your father says no, that your friend 
can come to your house, in her own car, to pick you up. He says,
"You kids think you can do just what you want when you want! You always 
want the car on a Saturday nigh/", but never on Sunday morning when 
I wash it! You don't take any responsibility around here for anything! 
You're just a lazy, selfish kid! You've always had things given to 
you. You've never had to work for anything!" What do you say or do 
now?
2. You've been hassling a young student teacher all week, and 
all week she's been sending you up to the principal's office. It's 
sort of fun, because it's so easy to make her lose her cool. You're 
up at the principal's office again, and he meets you at the door and 
says, "This is the third time this week you've been sent up here. I'm 
suspending you this time! What do you think about that?" What do you 
say or do now?
ic
L. R. Gaffney & M. R. McFall (1981), The raters' manual for the 
problem inventory for adolescent girls, unpublished manuscript.
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3. You are taking a test and the teacher is in the room 
supervising. A girl you don't know too well is sitting next to you.
She whispers to you to slide your exam paper over to the side of 
your desk so that she can get a fast look at your answers. What do 
you say or do?
4. It's Thursday night, and you're home studying for an 
algebra final exam you'll have the next day, on Friday. The phone 
rings, and it's your friend, Sue. She tells you that her cousin 
just gave her two tickets to a sell-out rock concert that very night. 
She's really excited about going and asks you to come with her, for 
free. Now this is a problem. You're sick of studying and you'd 
love to go, but if you go, you won't have enough time to study 
algebra. It's your worst course, and if you don't do well on the 
exam, there's a good chance that you'll flunk. She says, "I'll
be over in half an hour to pick you up." What do you say or do?
5. Your mother and you disagree a lot about the kinds of 
clothes girls should wear. Your mother has told you that jeans are 
all right for around the house or going to the store but not for 
more formal occasions. One evening your parents have decided to go 
out to eat at one of your favorite restaurants and invite you to go 
along. You put on a nice sweater and your best jeans and tell your 
folks that you're ready. You mother takes one look at you and says,
"If you wear those jeans, you can't go out with us. I'd be embarrassed 
walking into a nice restaurant with you dressed like that." What do 
you say or do?
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6. You've been dying to have a dog for as long as you 
remember. One of your teachers at school has a dog who just had six 
puppies and the teacher is giving away the puppies for free. You're 
very excited about the idea of having a dog of your own and run home 
to tell your mother about this. You ask her if you can keep one of 
the puppies but she says, "No! Dogs are too much of a mess around 
the house, and they're expensive to feed. Anyway, I'd end up looking 
after it and cleaning up its mess!" What do you say or do now?
7. It's Tuesday and Gary asks you to go with him to the dance 
on Saturday night. Gary's all right, but you are really hoping that 
Jack will ask you sometime before Saturday, although you're not sure
that he will. What do you say to Gary?
8. You thought you had written a very good English paper but 
when you got it back from your teacher you had a "C." You asked a 
few of your friends if you could see their papers and their papers 
seemed worse than yours, but they got better grades than you did. 
You've been thinking that your teacher has something against you.
What do you say or do?
9. Your father has been hassling you for months about getting 
home by midnight. Sometimes that's a drag, because none of your 
friends have to be home before 1:00 a.m., and you feel like an idiot, 
always leaving places early. One night, you walk into the house
at 1:30 a.m., and your father is sitting in the living room in his
robe and slippers. He yells at you, "Where have you been? Do you
have any idea what time it is? Or don't you kids know how to tell
time anymore?" What do you say or da now?
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10. You're on a bike hike with five of your friends. One of the 
girls, who just moved into your neighborhood, is very slow and is holding 
the group up. The other girls you are with are all yelling at her and 
threatening to leave her behind. What do you say or do?
11. Some guy in your history class is driving you and many other 
students crazy by always asking stupid questions and interrupting other 
students when they're speaking in class. The teacher doesn't seem to 
mind and puts up with this. What can you do to go about solving this 
problem?
12. Your mother doesn't approve of your friend, Debbie, because 
the two of you have gotten into trouble together. She is afraid
that Debbie will get you into trouble again. You want to go out to 
the shopping mall with Debbie tonight and you are confident that the 
two of you won't get into any trouble. As you walk out of your house, 
your mother asks you where you are going, and you tell her. She says,
"I don't want you hanging around with Debbie! She's no good for 
herself and she's no good for you! There are plenty of other girls to 
go out with. You're not going out of this house, if you plan to meet 
Debbie!" What do you say or do now?
13. A friend of yours has just found out that she's pregnant. 
She's afraid to tell her folks about it because she thinks they will 
throw her out of the house if they find out. She comes to you for 
advice. What do you say or do?
14. You're watching TV in your living room on Saturday afternoon, 
with a friend, and your mother comes in, looking very angry. She says, 
"Your room has been looking like a pigpen this whole week, and I'm
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getting sick and tired of it! I want you to get right up there this 
minute and clean that room. And do it right!" What do you say or do 
now?
15. One of the boys in the group that you hang around with at
school is a big dealer. He's gotten the word that the police might
come to school today to have a look around. He comes to you all 
excited and says, "Listen, the police may be coming. It's a sure 
thing they'll search my locker, but they'd never look in yours.
Let me stash my stuff in there, it's just a couple ounces of hash." 
What do you say or do?
16. You're walking home from a movie with your date and he 
stops in front of a beautiful sports car. He looks inside and then 
says excitedly, "Look the keys are still in this car. Come on, let's
take a drive!" What do you say or do now?
17. You're a heavy smoker. School rules state that students 
are not allowed to smoke inside the school building. That means that 
every time you want to smoke you have to leave the building or risk 
getting into trouble by smoking.in the bathrooms. You think this
is very unfair to students, particularly since teachers have a 
smoking lounge. What can you do to go about solving this problem?
18. You're fourteen and your parents say that you can't date 
until you're sixteen. You're very upset about this because all your 
friends are dating. A really neat guy asked you to go to the movies 
with him on Saturday night. What do you do?
19. You're sitting in class taking a test. You come to a 
thirty point section of the exam which says, "Tell whether each of
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the following items are true or false. If false, correct the item so 
that it is true." You aren't at all sure what it means to correct 
the false item. You'd like to ask your teacher for clearer 
instructions but you're afraid that she'll think you are stupid. At 
the same time you want to do well on the test and you don't want to 
lose thirty points. What do you say or do?
20. One of your teachers has been upset over the amount of 
cheating on tests during class. You're taking a test in that class 
now, and not doing very well. You put your pencil down and glance 
around the room for a little break. Someone else's paper is within 
your reading range and you decide to take a quick peek. All of a 
sudden you hear your teacher say to you, "Young lady, I see 
something I don't like, come see me after school today." What do 
you say or do?
21. You and your younger brother, who's thirteen, are the 
only two children in the family. It seems that you always have a 
lot of household chores to do, but your little brother never has any. 
Whenever you complain that this is unfair your mother says, "Oh, 
well, he's younger than you and you can't expect boys to clean as 
well as girls." What do you say or do?
22. One of your friends really likes a guy named Steve, but 
she's never actually gone out with him. You think he's really nice 
yourself. You went out with Steve Saturday night, and you both had 
a good time. Someone must have told your friend, because she comes 
running up to you at school and says, "I've heard about you arid Steve. 
I liked him first and I think it was a rotten thing for you to go
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out with him. I don't think you're a real friend. If you ever go out 
with him again, I'll never speak to you." What do you say or do now?
23. You've been tardy to your first period class two days this 
week already. Today, you're late again, because your alarm clock 
didn't go off on time and you woke up half an hour late. You arrive 
at school at five minutes past the bell which signals the start of 
first hour. What do you do?
24. You're in a drug store with a friend. She says to you,
"Look at those beautiful sunglasses. No one's looking, let's each 
take a pair." The sunglasses are something you'd really like but 
just haven't had the money for. You're really tempted. What do you 
say or do?
25. You really dislike gym class and use every opportunity to 
get out of it. Today, you're really feeling bad, you have very 
uncomfortable menstrual cramps and tell your gym teacher that you're 
too sick to take gym. She says, "I'm sick and tired of all your 
excuses. You're always having periods! You have five minutes to 
get into your gym clothes and start gym class." What do you say or 
do now?
26. You've been going out with a guy of a different race.
Your parents have just found out about it and they are very upset 
with you. They say, "If you ever go out with that boy again, you 
can pack your bags and leave." What do you say or do?
27. A friend of yours is pregnant. She's a very bright girl
and was planning to go to college. She's torn between getting an
abortion, keeping the baby, or giving it up for adoption. Her
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boyfriend left her shortly after she became pregnant. She'd like to 
keep the baby because she's been feeling lonely lately, but she 
realizes that having the child would probably end her plans for college 
in the near future. She comes to you for advice. What do you say to 
her?
28. Jim broke up with Judy and is now dating you. Judy's 
really mad about this and has been spreading nasty rumors about 
you that you're a real whore and a narc. You're getting pretty 
upset about what Judy is saying. What can you do to go about 
solving this problem?
29. You are in charge of a bake sale at school. During the 
day of the bake sale your boyfriend, Tom, comes up to you and 
says, "Since you're making so much money today, why don't you take 
about ten dollars from the fund before you bring it down to the 
office. We could have a good time with all that money." You hate
to say no to Tom and you know you could have a good time with the
money, but you know that all the other members are trusting you.
What do you say or do now?
30. You’ve had a crush on Steve for the longest time. You 
finally got up the nerve today to talk to him during free hour about 
a class y o u ’re both taking. You had a good talk together and when 
the free hour was over Steve said, "Why don't you call me later
tonight and we'll talk some more." You want to, but when you
mention this to your mother later in the day she says, "No. Girls 
do not call boys. If he wants to talk to you, let him call you!"
What do you say or do now?
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31. In biology class tomorrow, everyone is supposed to dissect a 
frog. You're very worried about going to class because you're afraid 
that all that blood and guts will make you faint and give you nightmares. 
You remember that when you were younger you saw a movie on open heart 
surgery and you had to leave the room because you felt so dizzy and 
felt like throwing up. How can you go about solving this problem?
32. Your boyfriend's been after you to go to bed with him.
You think you'd like to but you're afraid of getting pregnant. You 
tell your mother you want to go on the pill and she says, "I don't 
want to hear you say such things. You're too young to do that sort 
of thing with a boy. When I was your age, I'd never dream of such a 
thing." What do you say or do now?
33. You've been feeling pretty bad lately. School's been 
getting boring, there never seems to be anything to do on weekends, 
and your parents have been giving you a hard time about everything.
A girlfriend of yours has been feeling the same way and has decided 
to run away from home. She ran away once before and tells you that 
life on the run is exciting and you can do all kinds of things you 
can't do at home and meet more interesting people. She asks you to 
go along with her. What do you say or do?
34. You've been best friends with Alice since fifth grade.
The two of you have spent lots of time together and shared many 
secrets with one another. You've told each other who you like and 
dpn't like, have told each other about embarassing moments, and have 
discussed things that bother you, but you've just heard that something
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you told Alice in secret has gotten around the school. You feel very
hurt and angry over this. What do you say or do?
35. You're going out with a guy who's very jealous and 
possessive. He said that if anyone ever touches you, he'll beat them 
up and he tells you that when you are at school you shouldn't talk to 
other guys. At first you kind of liked this because you thought it 
showed how much he liked you but it's begun to be a real drag. You 
really like this guy and don't want to break up with him but you don't 
know how much longer you can go on like this. What can you do to go 
about solving this problem?
36. You go over to your friend, Jennifer's, and knock at the 
door to see if she's home. Her mother answers the door and says, "No,
Jennifer isn't at home, but I'm glad to have this chance to talk to
you privately. I think that you’re a bad influence on Jennifer and I 
don't want you hanging around with her anymore. I mean it." What
do you say or do now?
37. You're at a party. Bill gave you a ride there and has 
promised to take you home. It's time to go home now but Bill has 
gotten really drunk, and you're afraid to ride home with him. You 
can't drive yourself because you don't have a license. You tell 
Bill you don't want to go home with him and he gets really angry.
His friends hear you and say, "Don't be so silly, go with him."
What do you say or do?
38. It's winter and you're at a shopping mall with your 
friend, Linda. You go into a clothing store with her and see some 
really beautiful sweaters that both of you just love. Linda whispers
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"With that big, bulky coat you're wearing, it would be really easy for 
you to take about four sweaters into the dressing room with you, put
one or two on under your coat, bring the other two sweaters out and
walk out of the store. No one would ever know." What do you say or 
do now?
39. Your parents have been fighting and arguing for months.
They fight about money, about the kids and about your father's drinking. 
You've been feeling very edgy at home lately, you're always thinking a 
big fight will develop any minute. It seems that you're always tense 
or in a bad mood. What can you do about solving this problem?
40. It's 1:00 in the morning, and you're walking home from 
your friend's house. You know it's after curfew in your town. You 
weren't doing anything wrong, you just lost track of time. You see 
a patrol car cruising along the street and you feel scared, because 
you know you can get into trouble for breaking curfew. Sure enough, 
the car stops next to you, and the policeman gets out and says, "You 
there, stop where you are!" What do you say or do now?
41. It's 11:00 Friday night, and you're at the local movie
theater with some of your friends. The movie has just finished and, 
as you leave the theater,; one of your friends says, "Why don't we 
stop somewhere for a pizza?" You'd really like to but your parents 
have told you to be home at midnight and there's no way you'll ever 
make it home on time if you go for pizza. What do you say or do?
42. Your father is an alcoholic and when he comes home drunk, 
he swears and yells at your mother and you kids and sometimes even
hits you. This is a bad situation, it's getting worse, and really has you 
upset. What can you do to go about solving this problem?
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43. You're in a department store. When you thought no clerks 
were looking, you slipped a few pairs of earrings into your pocket.
On the way out of the store, a woman takes your arm and says, "I'm a 
store detective. I saw you take those earrings." What do you say 
or do?
44. A popular guy in your class is giving a party Saturday.
He didn't invite you but he did invite most of your friends. The 
party seems to be all they've been talking about for the last few days; 
you feel very bad about being left out. What can you do to go about 
solving this problem?
45. You're thirteen years old, and that's too young to get a 
regular part-time job. But you really need money--clothes, snacks, 
records and to go out with your friends. You parents can't afford to 
give you much money. How might you go about getting the things you 
want?
46. You're about an hour late getting to your part-time job in 
a supermarket because your car ran out of gas. You feel pretty dumb 
about that, and you're kind of uptight, because you know your boss 
will be mad since this is the businest time of the day in the store. 
You punch in at the timeclock and he comes storming over to you and 
says, "You're fired! I've put up with you kids being late and not 
showing up one time too many! Starting with you, anyone who comes
in late gets canned!" What do you say or do now?
47. You work as a clerk in the grocery store. The store isn't 
too busy and a boy you know from school comes over to your cash 
register and says, "Hey, I only have a dollar with me. Ring up those
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cigarettes and six-pack for a dollar, won't you? The manager is in the 
back of the store, he'll never know." What do you say or do now?
48. You're really interested in one of your classes and you 
like the teacher. You want to do well in the class but your friends 
are beginning to tease you about how much you participate in class 
discussions. After class one day, one of your friends says, "Hey, 
you know, you're so well prepared that you're making the rest of us
look bad. Why don't you cool it for a while." What do you say or
do?
49. You've been having trouble in math class, because the 
work seems too tough for you. You've felt too embarrassed to tell 
the teacher, so you've been cutting classes. Now, it's a week 
before a big exam and you're completely lost. You don't know 
what's going on! What can you do about solving this problem?
50. It's early afternoon, and ever since you woke up this 
morning you've been in bad mood. You feel empty, tired, a little 
sad, a little angry, all at the same time. What can you do to go
about solving this problem?
51. Your father is always hassling you about going to church 
on Sunday. You think the whole church bit is hypocritical, boring, 
and irrelevant to your life. But your father loses his temper every 
time you say you won't go, and you end up arguing about it all day.
You wish you could end this problem once and for all. How can you 
go about doing this?
52. You think that one of your teachers assigns too much
homework. For example, last night's assignment took you two hours
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to complete. When someone else complained to the teacher, she said that 
it was too bad, but it was the only way you were going to learn. You 
know you won't get into any real trouble if you don't do all your 
homework but you'd like a good grade in this class and it won't be 
as high as you like if you don't do your homework. How can you go 
about solving this problem?
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The Raters' Manual 
for the
Problem Inventory for Adolescent Girls
Your job will be to evaluate the competence of the subjects' (J5s') 
responses, using the criteria in this raters' manual. Competence is defined in 
the following way: a maximally competent response is one that effectively
resolves the problem situation at hand and makes it less likely that S. will 
have to face more problems of this type in the future. A maximally incompetent 
response is one that does not effectively resolve the problem situation facing 
S. at the moment, and indeed, is likely to cause more problems for S. in the 
future.
The rating points to use are:
5 - a very competent or a very effective response 
4 - a competent or effective response
3 - a response which is neither competent nor incompetent, 
this response will neither help nor hurt the situation 
2 - an incompetent or ineffective response 
1 - a very incompetent or very ineffective response
General Rules to Follow:
In deciding upon a rating, consider both the content and the tone 
(sarcastic, angry, polite, sincere, etc.) of the S_ s response.
Do not count off for poor grammar.
The word "AND" in a criterion means that both requirements must be met for 
S_ to receive a given score. The word "OR" means that any of the requirements 
must be met. The word "MAY" (e.g., "the S may also state...") means that the 
subject might include additional material in her response which is not 
necessary to obtain a specific rating.
If S. gives two or more responses which would normally receive different 
scores, she should be given the score of the least competent component of the 
response, unless the criteria for a specific situation dictate otherwise.
Unless otherwise directed in the criteria of a specific situation, if £  
does not give a response (i.e., she says she does not know what she would say 
or do) score 1. This is different from situations
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in which she says she would say or do nothing, since sometimes saying 
or doing nothing is a good thing to do, and sometimes it is not.
Any time physical harm is threatened by the subject, score 1 for 
very incompetent.
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1. It's Saturday night, and your parents are staying home. You 
ask your father for the car, so you can drive to your friend's house 
on the other side of town. Your father says no, that your friend 
can come over to your house,in her own car, to pick you up. He 
says, "You kids think you can do just what you want when you want!
You always want the car on Saturday night, but never on Sunday 
morning when I wash it! You don't take any responsibility around 
here for anything! You're just a lazy, selfish kid! You've always 
had things given to you. You've never had to work for anything!
What do you say or do now?
5 - S acknowledges the cost and problems of owning a car OR S
agrees to do some work before gaining a priviledge. (EX:
"All right, I'll call her up and ask her to bring me home.
And if you want me to do anything, I will do it tomorrow.";.
"Can you suggest something I can do to work for this priviledge?")
4 - S offers to wash the car tomorrow if she can take it tonight
OR S admits that she should have done something prior to asking 
for favors OR S talks about things she has done around the 
house that her father might have forgotten.
3 - S uses weak arguments which are not likely to anger her 
father but are not likely to change his mind either. (EX:
"Dad, I really don't think this is fair. It's not like I 
always do it, because I don't."; "What do you mean I don't
take any responsibility around here for anything?") OR S
says that she will stay home but does not discuss the car 
issue.
2 - S's response is mildly antagonistic or provocative. (EX:
"What do you expect me to do, stay home and not do anything?")
OR S leaves without solving the basic problem (EX: "OK,
if I can't get the car, I'll just walk.") OR S indicates 
that she will hitchhike to her friend's house.
1 - Either S takes the car after her father has told her not to 
do so OR S hits her father or yells at him. S is 
disrespectful and antagonistic.
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2. You’ve been hassling a young student teacher all week, and all 
week she's been sending you up to the principal's office. It's sort 
of fun, because it's so easy to make her lose her cool. You're up 
at the principal's office again, and he meets you at the door and 
says, "This is the third time this week you've been sent up here.
I'm suspending you this time! Vhat do you think about that?"
What do you say or do now?
5 - S apologizes to the principal AND says that incidents like 
this will not happen again. (EX: "I'm sorry that I was doing
that, I guess we were just taking her for granted. We knew 
she was easy on us so we were doing that. I won't do it anymore.") 
Note: Consider either an "I'm sorry." or an "I was wrong."
as an apology.
4 - S_apologizes to the principal for her misbehavior, she may
indicate that she deserves the punishment. (EX: "I'm sorry.";
"I know I was wrong, I deserve this.") OR S promises incidents 
like this will not happen again OR S apologizes to both the 
principal and the teacher.
3 - S is neither antagonistic nor apologetic, she neither helps nor 
hurts her position. (EX: "Can't we talk about it?"; "OK";
"I'd say 'suspend me' in case I deserved it.") OR S says 
that she would do nothing about the situation.
2 - S blames the teacher for what has happened OR S tries to talk 
her way out of being suspended (e.g., by asking for another 
chance, by asking the principal to talk to the teacher or S's 
parents, or by saying the punishment is too severe.)
1 - S is rude or insolent to the principal. (EX: "Go to hell.";
"Good, I need a vacation.") OR S quits school OR S walks 
out of the principal's office. ~
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3. You are taking a test and the teacher is in the room supervising. 
A girl you don't know too well is sitting next to you. She whispers 
to you to slide your exam paper over to the side of your desk so
that she can get a fast look at your answers. What do you say or do?
5 - S gives a firm "No" AND gives a reason for refusing. (EX:
"I'm not going to do it because I'm not going to be a cheater
and I'm not going to help you cheat, you won't learn that way."; 
"No, I don't want to get into trouble."; "No, get your own 
answers."; "No, my answers may be wrong.";"No, you should have 
studied.")
4 - S says "No" firmly. (EX: "No."; "Forget it.") OR S ignores
the other girl. (EX: "I'd ignore her, she should have studied.")
3 - S is indecisive OR S makes up an answer that doesn't make 
any sense. (EX: "I can't at the moment.")
2 - S slides the paper over AND explains it is because she would 
want someone to do the same for her. OR S slides the paper 
over with a concern that the answers may be wrong and her 
friend angry with her OR S indicates that she would do it 
if she thought the girl needed help.
1 - S indicates that she would let the other girl copy her answers, 
but does not give any reason for doing this. (EX: "I'd slide
them over.") OR S tells the teacher the girl was trying 
to cheat.
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4. It's Thursday night, and you're home studying for an algebra 
final exam you'll have the next day, on Friday. The phone rings, 
and it's your friend, Sue. She tells you that her cousin just 
gave her two tickets to a sell-out rock concert that very night. 
She's really excited about going and asks you to come with her, 
for free. Now this is a problem. You're sick of studying and
you'd love to go, but if you go, you won't have enough time to
study algebra. It's your worse course, and if you don't do well 
on the exam, there's a good chance that you'll flunk. She says, 
"I'll be over in half an hour to pick you up." What do you say 
or do?
5 - S indicates that she cannot go because she has to study AND 
includes sympathetic feelings for her friend. (EX: "Why
don't you take someone else since I can't go.") OR S says 
she cannot go because she has to study AND thanks her friend 
for asking her along.
4 - S says "No", she cannot go because she has to study.
3 - S is indecisive. (EX: "Maybe I can go after I finish studying
but not right away."; "It depends on whether I thought I 
needed more time to study.")
2 - S goes to the concert and stays up late to study for the test 
or gets up early the next day to study or cuts another class 
to study OR S asks her friend to help her with algebra 
before they go to the concert.
1 - S goes to the concert without making any special plans for 
studying. She may indicate that she'll skip school tomorrow 
or skip her algebra class. ("I'd go with her."; "I'll be 
ready when you get here."; "I'd go and finish studying in 
the morning.")
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5. Your mother and you disagree a lot about the kinds of clothes 
girls should wear. Your mother has told you that jeans are all 
right for around the house or going to the store but not for more 
formal occasions. One evening your parents have decided to go out 
to eat at one of your favorite restaurants and invite you to go 
along. You put on a nice sweater and your best jeans and tell 
your folks that you're ready. Your mother takes one look at you 
and says, "If you wear those jeans, you can't go out with us.
I'd be embarrassed walking into a nice restaurant with you dressed 
like that." What do you say or do?
5 - S expresses her point of view AND changes her clothes. (EX: 
"All right, I'll go change, but I think jeans are fine 
to wear out, and they're what all the kids wear.")
4 - S changes her clothes without expressing her poirt of view.
3 - S says something to neither help nor hurt her position. (EX: 
"Why don't you like jeans?") OR S says something which does 
not answer the question. (EX: "I wouldn't wear blue jeans
out to eat.")
2 - S says that she will stay home, she may or may not explain 
her point of view. (EX: "I'm staying home."; "If I can't
wear these, I'll stay home."; "I think that these are fine 
to wear and I'll wear them.")
1 - S threatens her mother OR S is insolent or disrespectful
OR S tells her mother she does not care if she is embarrassed. 
(EX: "I don't think it's any of your business the way that
I dress, because I'm the one who has to wear the clothes, 
not you.")
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6. You've been dying to have a dog for as long as you remember.
One of your teachers- at school has a dog who just had six puppies 
and the teacher is giving away the puppies for free. You're very 
excited about the idea of having a dog of your own and run home 
to tell your mother about this. You ask her if you can keep one 
of the puppies but she says, "No! Dogs are too much of a mess 
around the house, and they're expensive to feed. Anyway, I’d 
end up looking after it and cleaning up its mess!" What do you 
say or do now?
5 - S promises to take responsibility and complete care of the 
dog; she may mention giving it up if she does not AND S 
indicates that she is willing to assume all or part of the 
financial aspect of keeping a dog..
4 - S says that she will take complete care of the dog, she may 
mention that she will give up the dog if she does not meet 
the responsibilities. (EX: "If you'll just buy the food,
I’ll take care of it completely, clean up after it.")
3 - S tells her mother that she (S) will take care of the dog,
but not convincingly. (EX: "I guess I can take care of it.”)
OR S tries to get on her mother's good side (e.g., by doing a lot 
of chores at home) OR S goes along with her mother and gives 
up the idea of having a dog OR S talks to her father about the dog.
2 - S suggests to her mother that they give the dog a try without
promising to do the work. (EX: "How do you know they make
a mess and I wouldn't be responsible? I think we should try.")
1 - S takes the dog without first asking permission from her 
parents OR S takes the dog home and hides it OR S is 
rude or antagonistic to her mother. (EX: "Well, you do part of
the work.")
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7. It's Tuesday and Gary asks you to go with him to the dance 
on Saturday night. Gary's all right, but you are really hoping 
that Jack will ask you sometime before Saturday, although you're 
not sure that he will. What do you say to Gary?
5 - S sounds enthusiastic when she tells Gary that she will go 
with him. (EX: "Sure, I'd love to go.")
4 - S tells Gary in a nice way that she will go out with him.
TEX: "Yes, I'll go.") OR S says "No" to Gary nicely.
(EX: "Sorry, I can’t make it.")
3 - S says "Yes" unenthusiastically. (EX: "Yeah, OK.") OR
S tells Gary in an insensitive way that she will not go 
with him. (EX: "No, I don't want to.")
2 - S keeps Gary waiting by telling him that she will tell him later.
1 - S tells Gary that she will go out with him unless someone 
else asks her OR S tells Gary she will go out with him 
because another person might not ask her. S definitely gives 
Gary a 'you're second place' feeling.
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8. You thought you had written a very good English paper but
when you got it back from your teacher you had a "C". You asked
a few of your friends if you could see their papers and their papers
seemed worse than yours, but they got better grades than you did.
You've been thinking that your teacher has something against you.
What do you say or do?
5 - S asks why she received such a low grade AND S asks for ways
to improve her performance.
4 - S asks the teacher why she received such a low grade. (EX:
"I thought I did really well on this paper and I'd like to
know what is wrong with it.")
3 - S asks the teacher to raise the grade without asking what was 
wrong. (EX: "I'd talk to my teacher and tell her that I did
the best I could and I thought it was good, and ask her to 
raise the grade.") OR S simply says that she will talk to 
the teacher about the paper.
2 - S puts the teacher on the defensive. (EX: "I’ll go up and ask
him if he read it completely and compared it to the other papers.";
"What do you have against me?"; "I'd tell the principal about 
it.") OR S complains but does not ask why she got the grade 
she did. (EX: "I don't deserve this grade.")
1 - S does nothing about the situation. (EX: "I wouldn't say
anything."; "They must have been working harder than I was.")
OR S is verbally aggressive to the teacher, either directly 
or behind her back. That is, S may spread rumors about the 
teacher, call her names, etc.
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9. Your father has been hassling you for months about getting 
home by midnight. Sometimes that's a drag, because none of your 
friends have to be home before 1:00 a.m., and you feel like an 
idiot, always leaving places early. One night,you walk into the 
house at 1:30 a.m., and your father is sitting in the living room 
in his robe and slippers. He yells at you, "Where have you been?
Do you have any idea what time it is? Or don't you kids know how 
to tell time anymore?" What do you say or do now?
5 - S explains in a polite way why she was late AND tries to
reach a compromise on curfew. OR S apologizes for being late 
AND tries to reach a compromise on curfew. (EX: "Well, I'm 
sorry I was late. I'd really like to discuss changing my 
curfew with you.")
4 - Sexplains politely why she was late AND looks for ways to 
get home on time for her 1:00 a.m. curfew in the future.
OR S apologizes for being late AND looks for ways to 
get home on time in the future. (EX: "Well, I just can't
get out of there, Dad. You know how hard it is to leave a
party when everyone else is there. No one's leaving early 
so I can't go with them. I'm just sorry. I'll have to find 
another way to get home next time,call you or something.")
3 - ■ J3 explains where she has been or why she is late but does
not add any of the following: an apology, a request to have
her curfew changed, or a promise that she will not be 
late again. (EX: "I'd explain why I was late.") OR S argues
in a way that is not likely to help or hurt her position, 
she sounds polite but not apologetic. (EX: "None of the
other kids have to be home at this time."; "I know I'm late 
but I think 1 a.m. is too early and I wasn't ready to come 
home."; "I think it's unfair that I have to be in so early.")
2 - S walks away to another room without saying anything OR S is
very disrespectful, demanding or uncooperative. (EX: "I'm
seventeen, and I should be able to'have a later time out")
1 - S lies or makes an excuse OR S_ hits her father OR S leaves 
home.
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10. You're on a bike hike with five of your friends. One of the 
girls, who just moved into your neighborhood, is very slow and 
is holding the group up. The other girls you are with are all 
yelling at her and threatening to leave her behind. What do you 
say or do?
5 - Either S tells her friends to slow down and stop yelling at 
the girl and indicates that if that doesn't work, she will 
go back and ride with the new girl OR S goes back and rides 
with the new girl. (EX: "I'd go back and ride with her.";
"I'll see you later, you guys, I'm riding with her.")
4 - S tells her friends to stop yelling at the girl, she may also
tell the girl in a nice way to hurry. (EX: "Just take it easy,
you guys, she's new and so just leave her alone. Let's ride 
slower.")
3 - S rides with the girl but grudgingly. (EX: "Well, I guess
I'll have to stay behind with her.")
2 - S tells the girl to hurry or she'll leave her behind.
1 - S goes ahead with the other girls, leaving the new girl
behind. (EX: "I'd leave her behind."; "I'd just keep riding.")
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11. Some guy in your history class is driving you and many 
other students crazy by always asking stupid questions and 
interrupting other students when they're speaking in class.
The teacher doesn't seem to mind and puts up with this. What 
can you do to go about solving this problem?
5 - S talks to the boy in a kind and understanding way. (EX:
"I’d talk to him and ask him if he could limit his comments, 
just kind of tell him how I felt, how a lot of other people 
in the class felt and that people would like him more 
if he just cut it out and stopped it.") OR S confronts 
the boy with the problem he is causing, and if that does not 
work, S presents the problem to the teacher. (EX: "I'd 
probably go to the student first and say, 'would you mind 
not always interrupting other people, they don't really 
appreciate that much.' If he ignored what I said, I'd probably 
go to the teacher about it.")
4 - £  asks the boy politely to stop talking so much. (EX: "Would
you quit disrupting the class, it's very hard to get interested 
in the class when you're making all these smart comments.";
"I'd talk to him and ask him what his problem is or I'd ask 
him to be quiet.") OR S explains that she will ignore him 
so that he will stop talking so much.
3 - S asks the teacher to do something about the problem or to
talk with the boy. (EX: "I'd ask the teacher to talk to
him.")
2 - S does nothing OR S tells a friend to talk with the boy.
1 - S threatens to harm the boy physically OR S plans to
bother or annoy the boy in class. (EX: "I'd start bothering
him so he could see what it's like.") OR S is very 
rude to the boy. (EX: "I'd tell him to shut up."; "I'd
give him a stupid answer.") OR S says she would tell the 
principal about the problem.
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12. Your mother doesn't approve of your friend, Debbie, because 
the two of you have gotten into trouble together. She is afraid 
that Debbie will get you into trouble again. You want to go out 
to the shopping mall with Debbie tonight and you are confident that 
the two of you won't get into any trouble. As you walk out of 
your house, your mother asks you where you are going, and you 
tell her. She says, "I don't want you hanging around with Debbie! 
She's no good for herself and she's no good for you! There are 
plenty of other girls to go out with. You're not going out of this 
house, if you plan to meet Debbie!" What do you say or do now?
5 - S asks for another chance AND promises that she and Debbie 
have changed and will not get into trouble again. These 
responses give the impression that S understands the mother's 
apprehension and tries to reassure the mother, (EX: "I 
understand how you feel, Mom, but it's not all Debbie's 
fault. We've both changed and I think we should have a second 
chance."; "Mom, I really like Debbie. I know we were in 
trouble once beofore, but we both learned from that, and 
we won't be getting into trouble again. Can't we have 
another chance?")
4 - S does not go with Debbie, she may also explain how she 
feels about the situation as long as she agrees to stay 
home if that is what her mother wants her to do. (EX:
"I'd stay home."; "I really think I should be able to 
choose my own friends, Mom, but if that's the way you feel,
I guess I'll stay home.") OR S tries to reach a compromise 
with her mother (e.g., she invites her mother along, or 
she promises to be home early). OR S puts forth reasonable 
arguments as to why she should go meet Debbie, she may add 
that she has the right to choose her own friends. (EX: "Debbie 
and I have made plans, it's not right to back out now.";
"Just because we got into trouble once before doesn't mean 
we'll get into trouble again. You should let me go out with 
who I want, because they're my friends."; "It's not Debbie's 
fault we got into trouble and we won't be getting into trouble 
again."; "'I really like Debbie and I think that maybe you can 
give us another chance.")
3 - S asks to discuss the problem (EX: "Mom, can we talk about
this?"; "What do you have against Debbie?") OR S uses
weak arguments which are unlikely to change her mother's 
mind. (EX: "I should be able to go out with who I want.";
"It's not Debbie's fault I got into trouble, if I didn't 
want to do what I did, I wouldn't have.")
2 - S goes out with Debbie as planned and then discusses the
problem with her mother. (EX: "I'd leave and talk it out
with her later after we'd gone to show her that we didn't 
get into any trouble.") OR S_ tells her mother to explain 
how she feels to Debbie. ("Mom, if I can't go, you call 
Debbie and explain why not.")
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13. A friend of yours has just found out that she's pregnant.
She's afraid to tell her folks ahout it because she thinks they 
will throw her out of the house if they find out. She comes to 
you for advice. What do you say or do?
5 - S tells her friend to tell her parents AND explains why she
should tell them. S may add that the girl can stay with her
if she gets thrown out of the house or that she will go with
the girl when the girl tells her parents that she is pregnant. 
(EX: "I'd tell her I think she should tell them because they
have a right to know and how does she really know that they'll 
throw her out? She should go talk to them. They'll 
probably feel better about that if she goes directly to them 
then if she tried to avoid them.") OR S tells her to get
help from a counseling agency OR S tells the girl to make
sure that she really is pregnant OR S tells her friend to
give the baby up for adoption.
4 - S tells her friend to tell her parents about the situation,
but S does not explain why she should. S may add that the girl 
can stay with her if she gets thrown out of the house or that 
she will go with the girl when the girl tells her parents.
(EX: "I think you should tell your parents.")
3 - S gives an answer that is not particularly helpful, but is not 
nasty either. OR S simply says that if the girl's parents
throw her out of the house, she can stay with S. (EX: "If
your family throws you out, you can stay with me.")
2 - S tells her friend to delay telling her parents. (EX: "I'd
wait till my fifth or sixth month before I'd tell them.")
OR S tells her friend to get an abortion.
1 - S is not at all helpful. (EX: "That was really stupid of
you to get pregnant.")
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1 - S says that she will continue to see Debbie, whether or 
not her mother likes it. S does not try to change her 
mother’s mind about Debbie. OR S lies about continuing 
to see Debbie OR S is very disrespectful. ("Get off my 
back."; "Your friends are all losers.") OR S leaves the 
house without saying anything.
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14. You're watching TV in your living room one Saturday afternoon, 
with a friend, and your mother comes in, looking very angry.
She says, "Your room has been looking like a pigpen this whole 
week, and I'm getting sick and tired of it! I want you to get 
right up there this minute and clean that room. And do it right! 
What do you say or do now?
5 - S goes to ckan the room without any argument or delay and 
does not ask her friend to help.
4 - S asks whether she can wait until her friend leaves or the 
program finishes before she cleans her room. OR S goes to 
clean the room AND asks her friend to help her.
3 - S says that she will clean the room later. S sounds 
respectful, but she is telling her mother rather than 
asking her. (EX: "If you wait until the program is over,
I'll go up and clean it. I’ve had a lot of work this week.") 
OR S responds to the question by saying she would talk to 
her mother later about embarrassing her (£0 in front of her 
friend. (EX: "I'd say that I didn't think it was right
for her to embarrass me in front of my friend.")
2 - S responds to her mother in a disrespectful manner, telling 
her mother that she will clean the room later. (EX: "Just
wait a minute, I'll do it later."; "Why don't you wait until 
my friend is gone because I'm sure it's not too thrilling 
for her to sit down here or go up there while I clean my 
room. Besides that, actually, you know, you don't really 
have to go to my room.")
1 - Either S refuses to clean the room at this time without saying 
anything about getting to it later (EX: "Forget it.";
"Quit bugging me, it's my room.") OR S leaves the house.
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15. One of the boys in the group that you hang around with at
school is a big dealer. He's gotten the word that the police might
come to school today to have a look around. He comes to you all 
excited and says, "Listen, the police may be coming. It's a sure 
thing they'll search my locker, but they'd never look in yours.
Let me stash my stuff in there, it's just a couple ounces of 
hash." What do you say or do?
5 - S gives a simple and assertive "No". (EX: "Nope."; "No way.")
4 - S says "No", AND expresses fear of being caught by the officials. 
TEX: "You can't put it in my locker because if they do search
mine then I'll be busted instead of you."; "No, how do you 
know they wouldn't search mine? They'll be searching the 
whole school.") OR S says "No",AND explains why not.
(EX: "No, you shouldn't be doing that, it's your problem.")
3 - S tells her friend to find someone else's locker, or another 
place to store the hash. (EX: "No, find someone else."'
"There are other places to stash it, you can stash it outside, 
other people will let you use their lockers, but you can't 
use mine.")
2 - 3  agrees to keep the hash somewhere if she can have all or 
part of it. OR S agrees to keep the hash and takes part of 
it for herself without asking her friend.
1 - S says that she will keep the hash in her locker, or that she 
will hide the hash somewhere else for him.
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10. You're walking home from a movie with your date and he stops
in front of a beautiful sports car. He looks inside and then says
excitedly, "Look, the keys are still in this car. Come on, 
let's take a drive!" Vhat do you say or do now?
5 - S tells her boyfriend it is wrong to take the car. (EX: "Are
you crazy? That's the same as ripping off a car!") OR S 
threatens not to go out with him again if that is the kind of 
thing he wants to do. (EX: "If you're going to do that you
can forget about seeing me again.") OR S suggests something
else to do.
4 - S says "No" assertively,and may point out the possible
consequences of taking the car, e.g., getting caught by the 
police. (EX: "No", "No, we could hurt the car and get into
a lot of trouble.")
3 - S says that she will not do it, but does not try to stop her friend 
from doing it. (EX: "You can go ahead if you want to, but I'm 
not going.")
2 - S is wishy-washy about saying "No", leaving herself open to 
further persuasion. (EX: "I'm not sure I want to."; "Are
you sure we're doing the right thing?"; "That's OK, I've had 
bad experiences.")
1 - S agrees to steal the car or borrow it for a while.
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17. You're a heavy smoker. School rules state that students are 
not allowed to smoke inside the school building. That means that 
every time you want to smoke you have to leave the building or 
risk getting into trouble by smoking in the bathrooms. You think 
this is very unfair to students, particularly since teachers have 
a smoking lounge. What can you do to go about solving this problem?
5 - S makes some attempt to change the rules AND continues to 
smoke within the rules OR & mentions that she would try to 
change the rules but does not mention anything about smoking. 
Attempts to change include sending a petition around the 
school, talking to the principal, writing to the school 
newspaper, etc.
4 - S continues to smoke within the rules (i.e., outside the 
building) but makes no attempt to change the rules. (EX:
"I'd wait until after school to smoke or see if I could get 
permission to go outside to smoke.")
3 - There are no specific criteria for a 3. Use if for responses 
midway between a 2 and 4.
2 - S continues to smoke illegally AND makes some attempt to change 
the rules. (EX: "I'd send a petition around, but until
things changed, I'd still smoke in the bathroom.")
1 - S continues to smoke in the building against the rules 
without attempting to change the rules. (EX: "First of
all, you can't talk to tfte principal and ask him to change 
the rules, because he won't. So I guess you just have to 
sneak into the bathroom.") OR S gives ridiculous 
suggestions. (EX: "Turn the bathroom into a smoking lounge.")
OR S says she will leave school.
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18. You're fourteen and your parents say that you can't date 
until you're sixteen. You're very upset about this because all 
your friends are dating. A really neat guy asked you to go to 
the movies with him on Saturday night. What do you do?
5 - S says that she has to ask her parents and may also say that
if they say no, she will not go OR S asks her parents
to meet the boy OR S explains the situation to the boy and 
asks him to come over and meet her parents, or spend some 
time over at her house. (EX: "I'm not allow to date until
I'm older,but would you like to come over and watch t.v. 
or something?")
4 - £3 tells the boy she cannot go out with him. (EX: "Sorry,
I can't go."; "Thanks anyway, but I can't date until I'm sixteen.")
She may add that she will talk to her parents about changing 
the rules in the future.
3 - S tries to convince her parents to let her date. (EX: "All
my friends date, why can't I?"; "Can't I try it this once 
and see how it works?"; "Most of my friends' parents are 
letting them date! I think I'm mature enough to handle it.
Why don't we try it?")
2 - S indicates that she may or may not tell her parents that
she is going out with the boy, depending upon their behavior.
1 - S goes out with the boy and does not mention anything about 
telling her parents. (EX: "I'd tell the guy that I'd go
with him.") S may lie to her parents about where she is 
going or she may sneak out of the house. (EX: "I'd tell
my folks I was going to a movie with a girlfriend and then 
I'd meet him there.";"Id sneak out of the house and go 
with him.") OR S says that she will go out with the boy 
and may tell her parents about the date the next day.
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19. You're sitting in class taking a test. You come to a thirty 
point section of the exam which says, "Tell whether each of the 
following items are true or false. If false, correct the item 
so that it is true." You aren't at all sure what it means to 
correct the false item. You'd like to ask your teacher for clearer 
instructions but you're afraid that she'll think you're stupid.
At the same time you want to do well on the test and you don't 
want to lose thirty points. What do you say or do?
5 - S asks the teacher for help in a clear and polite way.
TEX: "Could you please explain the directions to this part
of the test, I don't really understand them.")
4 - S asks the teacher for help. (EX: "I'd just ask the teacher.";
"You may feel stupid, but it's better to be stupid then 
to lose thirty points on a test."; "I didn't want to ask you 
this, but I'm not at all sure what you mean by 'correct 
the false answer'." OR S says that she will try to reread 
the instructions, AND, if that does not help, she will 
ask her teacher for help.
3 - S says she would try to get up the courage to ask the
teacher, leaving the rater unsure as to whether she would
actually ask OR S reads the instructions over again,
, trying to get something more from them this time.
2 - S asks someone nearby (that is, another student) to explain 
the directions.
1 - S does not ask the teacher. She may indicate that she would
risk cheating by looking at some one else's paper or she
would just put down any answer and forget about how 
many points the question is worth.
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20. One of your teachers has been upset over the amount of cheating 
on tests during class. You're taking a test in that class now, and 
not doing very well. You put your pencil down and glance around 
the room for a little break. Some one else's paper is within 
your reading range and you decide to take a quick peek. All of 
a sudden you hear your teacher say to you, "Young lady, I see 
something I don't like, come see me after school today." What 
do you say or do?
5 - S explains politely and honestly what happened AND indicates 
a willingness to accept punishment. OR S explains politely 
and honestly what happened AND asks what she can do to make 
up for her misbehavior (e.g., extra homework, retake the exam,etc.)
4 - S explains politely and honestly to her teacher what happened.
She may simply say that she had tried to look at some one else's 
paper.
3 - S indicates that she will show up after school OR S describes 
in the answer what she has been thinking about in the 
situation. (EX: "Well, first of all, it would be my fault, 
looking at that paper. I had no business looking on in the 
first place. I don't know, should have been doing my test.")
OR S says something which will neither help nor hurt her 
position.
2 - Either at that moment or after class, S denies that she was 
cheating or minimizes what she did. (EX: "I wasn't cheating
on this test if that's what you think I was doing. I was 
just seeing what page she was on."; "I'd see her after school 
and tell her I wasn't cheating, I was just looking around.";
"All I did was take a quick peek.")
1 - S does not show up after class OR S walks out of class
OR S says something very rude to her teacher. (EX: "Well,
fuck you, just what did you see?")
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21. You and your younger brother, who's thirteen, are the only two 
children in the family. It seems that you always have a lot of 
household chores to do, but your little brother never has any. 
Whenever you complain that this is unfair your mother says, "Oh, 
well, he's younger than you and you can't expect boys to clean as 
well as girls." What do you say or do?
5 - S suggests specific things to her mother that her brother can 
do to make things easier for them, for example, talking out the 
garbage and helping with the laundry. She may also explain 
to her mother how she feels about the situation.
4 - S explains how she feels about the situation. (EX: "Tell
my Mom that he'll have to learn someday, someday he'll have an 
apartment of his own."; "You tell her that he could 
probably do all right, that you started at his age and weren't 
very good when you started."; "Being a boy has nothing to do 
with it, he lives here, too.") OR S asks for a larger 
allowance since she is doing more work than her brother is doing. 
OR S indicates that whenever her mother asks her to clean, she 
will clean.
3 - S says she would do nothing to try to change the situation.
TEX: "I wouldn't do anythi ng; there's nothing you can do.")
OR S says something to neither help nor hurt her position.
(EX: "Mom, can't we talk abou this?") OR S talks to her
brother, in a nice way, about the housework situation.
(EX: "I'd ask my brother to start helping me more around the
house.") OR S talks the problem over with her father.
2 - S is antagonistic towards her mother and indicates she will not 
clean until her brother starts cleaning OR S indicates she 
will clean but she will do the same kind of poor job that 
her brother supposedly does OR S indicates she will give 
her brother a hard time (e.g., yell at him) so that he 
begins to do some work around the house.
1 - S refuses to clean OR S threatens her mother that she will 
leave home.
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22. One of your friends really likes a guy named Steve, but she's 
never actually gone out with him. You think he's really nice 
yourself. You went out with Steve Saturday night, and you both 
had a really good time. Someone must have told your friend, because
she comes running up to you at school and says, "I've heard about
you and Steve. I liked him first and I think it was a rotten thing
for you to go out with him. I don't think you're a real friend. If
you ever go out with him again, I'll never speak to you." What 
do you say or do now?
5 - S explains that she is sorry that she hurt her friend's 
feelings AND S tries to get her friend to understand her 
(S's) position. S is sensitive of her friend's feelings, 
yet she dees not mention that she will stop going out with 
Steve. (EX: "I'm sorry I hurt you but I like Steve, too,
and I might be hurt if you went out with him."; "Sorry, you 
know, but he asked me out and I didn't feel I was doing anything 
terrible to you. You didn't have a claim on him. I think 
you should be a little more mature about it.")
4 - S apologizes to her friend for hurting her friend's feelings.
She may also try to explain that Steve asked her out and 
she saw no reason why she should not go. S does not say 
that she will stop going out with Steve. TEX: "I went
out with Steve because I thought he was really nice and 
I'm sorry that if offended you."; "Sorry to have hurt 
your feelings."; "Sorry, you know, he just asked me out, 
maybe I can put in a good word for you.")
3 - S explains that Steve asked her out and she saw no reason
why she should not go. She may also explain that she likes
Steve and he does not appear to want to ask her friend out.
(EX: "He never asked you out, so why should I not go out
with him when he doesn't want to ask you out."; "He doesn't 
really have an interest in you and you can't say you liked him 
first because it's not first grabs."; "He asked me out first.") 
OR S may say her friend never let Steve know her feelings.
(EX: "Well, you never said anything to him about liking
him.") OR S tries to minimize the implications of the event. 
(EX: "It was just one date.") OR S says she would wait
until her friend calms down before discussing the event.
Again, S does not mention that she will stop going out 
with Steve.
2 - Either S says that she will not go out with Steve again OR S
simply says that she will. (EX: "I'll go out with him again
if I want.")
1 - S tells her friend it is all right with her if they never talk 
again OR S indicates that she will hit her friend or fight 
the problem out with her friend.
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23. You've been tardy to your first period class two days this 
week already. Today, you're late again, because your alarm clock 
didn't go off on time and you woke up half an hour late. You arrive
at school at five minutes past the bell which signals the start
of first hour. What do you do?
5 - S explains why she is late to the teacher, either before or
after class. She may apologize or say that she will try 
not to be late again. (EX: "I'd explain why I was late.";
"I'd explain to the teacher what happened and tell her I 
wouldn't be late again.") OR S looks for solutions to prevent 
being late again. (EX: "If I wouldn’t depend on that alarm
clock, I'd have my mother wake me up or something.")
4 - S gets a pass from the school office. She may mention
that she will get a detention or some form of punishment.
3 - There are so specific criteria for a 3. Use it for responses 
which neither help nor hurt S's position.
2 - S goes into the class late without any excuse to the teacher 
or without obtaining a pass OR S lies about why she is late.
1 - S skips the class or the whole day of school.
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24. You're in a drug store with a friend. She says to you,
"Look at these beautiful sunglasses. No one's looking, let's 
each take a pair." The sunglasses are something you'd really 
like but just haven't had the money for. You're really tempted.
What do you say or do?
5 - Either S simply says "No" OR S refuses to take the sunglasses 
because she cannot pay for them, indicating shoplifting is 
wrong. She may add that she would ask her parents for the 
money to buy them. (EX: "No."; "No, I'm not going to
take them no matter how much I want them. It would'just 
be hurting somebody else and I don't want to do that.";
"I really like those sunglasses, but since I can't afford 
them, can't take them.")
4 - S says "No", she won't take the sunglasses AND explains that 
the consequences of getting caught are not worth the glasses. 
(EX: "No, if we did get caught, it wouldn't be worth it.";
"No, we could get into a lot of trouble, better to wait, save 
up the money and buy a pair.") Again, S may add that she 
would ask her parents for the money to buy them.
3 - S says "No", she will not shoplift, but tells her friend 
she can take the sunglasses if she wants them. (EX: "You
take them if you want them. Don’t get me involved.")
OR S tells her friend she does not like the sunglasses.
2 - S is indecisive. (EX: "I don't know.")
1 - S shoplifts. (EX: "I'd take them.") OR S says that she
would shoplift after checking to see if she could get 
away with it. (EX: "If it looked like I could get away with
it, I'd take them.")
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25. You really dislike gym class and use every opportunity to 
get out of it. Today, you're really feeling bad, you have very 
uncomfortable menstrual cramps and tell your gym teacher that 
you're too sick to take gym. She says, "I'm sick and tired of 
all your excuses, You're always having periods! You have five 
minutes to get into your gym clothes and start gym class." What 
do you say or do now?
5 - S is polite and concilitory. She asks if she can make up the
gym class at a later date when she is feeling better.
OR S says that she will change into her gym clothes and take 
gym AND indicates that if she feels sick during class,
she will go and sit out for a while.
4 - S agrees to take gym. (EX: "OK, I'll take class."; "I'd
go into the locker room and change clothes.")
3 - S indicates that she will go to the nurse's office or the
principal's office. She may or may not tell the gym teacher 
she is going. (EX: "I'd tell her I really do have cramps.
That's the real truth and I don't think I can take gym. So 
when I went in to get changed, I'd probably go right to 
the nurse's."; "I'd tell her I wanted to see the nurse and 
that no matter what she says I'm not going to take gym and 
that, you haven't been having periods every five minutes, 
that you just want to go and see the nurse, no matter 
what she says, you're not going to take class."; "May I 
go to the nurses’s?"; "Look, I don't feel well. You can 
call the principal if you don't believe me.")
2 - S walks out on the problem. She does not take gym class nor 
does she indicate she would go to the nurse's or principal's. 
(EX: "I wouldn't take &ym."; "I'd go to the locker room 
and leave.")
1 - S is vulgar and rude to her gym teacher. (EX: "I'd tell her 
to kiss my ass and walk out of school.")
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26. You've been going out with a guy of a different race. Your 
parents have just found out about it and they are very upset with 
you. They say, "If you ever go out with that boy again, you can 
pack your bags and leave." What do you say or do?
5 - S discusses the situation with her parents AND says that she 
will break up with the boy if her parents have a valid reason 
or if they are very upset. (EX: "I don't think you're being
very fair about this. I would like to know why you don't 
like him. If it's just because of his color I don't think 
it's fair and I'll probably continue to go out with him. But 
if you have a real reason like he's mean or a slob or something 
like that, maybe I'll consider it.")
4 - S discusses the problem with her parents. However, she does not 
say anything about being willing to break up with the boy nor 
does she mention not wanting to upset her parents. (EX:
"What's wrong with him, just because he's a different race, 
he's just the same as everyone else."; "Well, he's human, too, 
Mom. He wants someone to be around and have fun with. We're 
not that serious. Just let us be for a while. If you don't 
like it just keep it to yourself. I'm not being smart or 
anything. I know you don't like him, but I do."; "Can I 
bring him home so you can meet him?")
3 - S breaks up with the boy. (EX: "I'd break up with him.";
I'd tell him what my parents had to say, that there was really 
nothing I could do, that I had to break up with him.")
2 - S tells her parents that she is going out with the boy AND 
she does not discuss the issue with them. (EX: "I don't
care what you say, I>m going out with him."; "I'd go out 
with him anyway and if my parents want to get upset, it's 
OK with me.") OR S sees the boy behind her parents' back.
1 - S indicates she would run away or leave home. (EX: "I'd pack
my bags and leave."; "OK, I'm going."; "I really like him and 
I'm goipg to go out with him and if that's the way you feel,
I'll leave."; "I'd explain how I felt to my parents, and, 
if they wouldn't listen, I'd leave.")
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'I
27. A friend of yours is pregnant. She's a very bright girl and 
was planning to go to college. She's torn between getting an 
abortion, keeping the baby, or giving it up for adoption. Her boy­
friend left her shortly after she became pregnant. She'd like to 
keep the baby because she's been feeling lonely lately, but she 
realizes that having the child would probably end her plans for 
college in the near future. She comes to you for advice. What do 
you say to her?
5 - S tells her friend to give the baby up for adoption AND 
explains why it is the best solution. To be scored a 
5, the response must contain at least one of the following: 
a concern about the baby's future,a concern about the friend's future 
and her college career, a concern about childless couples.
(EX: "I'd tell her to give the baby up for adoption. The
lonely feeling she's having right now is just because of the 
situation she's in, it's not nice to say but the baby could 
be a burden on her the rest of her life. And the baby 
wouldn't get the best life it could have. By giving it up for 
adoption, she could make somebody else happy. The kid would 
have the best thing too because then it would have both 
parents."; "Well, I really don't know what you should do 
but if it was me, I'd give up the baby for adoption, because 
there are a lot of other people who can't have kids and stuff 
and they'd like to adopt a baby so I'd give it up.")
4 - S tells her friend to give the baby up for adoption, with
little,if any, reason why she should. (EX: "I'd give it
up for adoption."; "Give it up, I don't think you can handle 
a baby.") OR S suggests that, her friend talks to her parents or gets 
counseling somewhere.
3 - S tells her friend to keep the baby. She may add that her friend
should see if her parents will take care of it or if someone
else could take care of it until she is ready to take care of 
the baby herself. OR S points out ways in which her friend
can keep the baby and still go to college (e.g., day care
centers). OR S explains in a nice way that she really should 
not make up her friend's mind for her.
2 - S tells her friend to get an abortion.
1 - S is rude or insensitive and does not seem to care about her
friend. (EX: "You got yourself into this, you can get
yourself out of it."; "Keep the baby, if you didn't 
want it, you shouldn't have been screwing around.")
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28. Jim broke up with Judy and is now dating you. Judy's 
really mad about this and has been spreading nasty rumors about 
you— that you're a real whore and a narc. You're getting pretty 
upset about what Judy is saying. What can you do to go about 
solving this problem?
5 - S talks to Judy in an honest and polite way. She may ask
Judy to stop spreading rumors or she may ask Judy why she
is spreading rumors. S may sound assertive or angry but 
she does not sound offensive. (EX: "I'd probably say to Judy
I was really sorry about Jim breaking up with her but I wish 
she would go and tell everyone the things she said weren't 
true."; "Judy, why did you spread those rumors about me?")
4 - S tells people not to believe the rumors that Judy is
spreading OR S explains to people the reason why Judy 
is spreading rumors. (EX: "I'd tell my friends that Judy's
saying those things because she's jealous that Jim's 
going out with me.") OR S talks to Jim about the problem.
She may ask Jim to talk to Judy or to their friends about 
what is going on.
3 - S does nothing about the situation. She may indicate
that if people knew her, they would not believe the rumors.
2 - S starts to spread rumors about Judy. (EX: "I'd tell everyone
that Judy's a whore and that's why Jim broke up with her.")
OR S tells Judy to stop spreading rumors or S will begin 
spreading rumors about Judy OR S talks to Judy in a 
nasty, rude way but does not threaten her with physical 
violence. (EX: "You can kiss my ass. I'll go out with him
more now.")
1 - S starts a fight with Judy to prevent her from saying anything 
more OR S threatens Judy to keep her mouth shut or there 
will be trouble, implying fighting. (EX: "I'd tell Judy that
if she doesn't keep her mouth shut, something might go wrong.") 
OR S says she would try to talk to Judy and if that does not 
work, she would start a fight with her.
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29. You are in charge of a bakesale at school. During the day
of the bakesale your boyfriend, Tom, comes up to you and says,
"Since you're making so much money today, why don't you take about 
ten dollars from the fund before you bring it down to the office.
We could have a good time with all that money." You hate to say
no to Tom and you know you could have a good time with the money,
but you know that all the other members are trusting you. What do 
you say or do now?
5 - S does not take the money AND suggests they can have a good 
time that night without much money.
4 —  S does not take the money AND explains to Tom why she is
not taking it (e.g., she is responsible for it, it is going to a
good cause, etc.). (EX: "I can't do that, it's not my money
to begin with."; "No, Tom, that wouldn't be right.") OR S
does not take the money AND suggests to Tom that they get
some money somewhere else (e.g., from their parents, friends,etc.)
(EX: "No, Tom, I can't take the money from the bakesale but
I'll ask my Mom if she'll give us some for tonight.")
3 - S does not take the money AND does not explain why she is 
not taking it. (EX: "I'd take all the money down to the
office."; "I wouldn't take it."; "No, Tom.")
2 - S does not take the money but gets some money from somewhere
else (e.g., her mother) and tells Tom she took the money 
from the bakesale DR S is indecisive about taking the money, 
leaving the reader unsure as to whether she will take it or not.
1 “ S agrees to take the money OR S says that she would take it if 
she thought she could get away with it.
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30. You've had a crush on Steve for the longest time. You 
finally got up the nerve today to talk to him during free hour 
about a class you're both taking. You had a good talk together 
and when the free hour was over Steve said, "Why don't you 
call me later tonight and we'll talk some more." You want to, 
but when you mention this to your mother later in the day she says,
"No. Girls do not call boys. If he wants to talk to you, let him
call youl" What do you say or do now?
5 - S does not call Steve, either because she agrees with her
mother or because she is obeying her mother. S may indicate 
that she will explain to Steve the next day why she did not 
call him.
4 - S gives her mother reasons why she should call Steve, for 
example, that she and Steve are just friends, that Steve 
does not have her phone number, or that times have changed 
since her mother was in school and that girls do call guys now. 
S may ask if she can call Steve, but to be scored 4, S 
should not add that she iis going to call Steve.
3 - S shows that she is willing to discuss the issue. (EX: "Why
don't you think I should call Steve?") OR S calls a girlfriend
and has the girlfriend call Steve and tell Steve to call S 
OR S calls Steve, explains to him about her mother,and asks 
him to call her back.
2 - S calls Steve, either when her mother is or is not close by.
TEX: "I'd call him from my room."; "I'm calling him and 
you can't stop me. Girls call boys now, it's not like when 
you went to school."; "I'd tell her I was calling a 
girlfriend and call Steve instead."; "I'd go over to my 
girlfriend's house and call him from there.")
1 - S yells at her mother or threatens physical violence.
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31. In biology class tomorrow, everyone is supposed to dissect 
a frog. You're very worried about going to class because you're 
afraid that all that blood and guts will make you faint and give 
you nightmares. You remember that when you were younger you saw 
a movie on open heart surgery and you had to leave the room 
because you felt so dizzy and felt like throwing up. How can you 
go about solving this problem?
5 - S tries to overcome her fears and tries dissecting the frog.
TEX: "I'd go to biology and if I started feeling sick I'd
tell the teacher and I'd go out of the room and I'd tell him 
I wouldn't be able to make it through any more classes like 
that.") OR £5 explains her problem to the teacher and asks 
if she can do something extra to make up for this.
4 - S goes to the teacher before class and explains how she's 
feeling. She may offer a suggestion of what she could do 
instead of going to class. (EX: "I'd talk to the teacher
and explain how I felt."; "I'd ask the teacher if I could 
do another project instead, I'd explain how I was afraid 
of getting sick.") OR S arranges with her lab partner to 
somehow split the work in the project so that S avoids dissecting 
the frog but does some other aspect of the lab assignment.
(EX: "If you have a partner and they don't really mind it,
you can ask them to dissect it for you and then you could do 
certain parts of it or say you'll do the next big project 
that comes up.")
3 - There are no specific criteria for a 3. Use it for responses 
between 2 and 4 that give both effective and ineffective 
solutions. (EX: "I'd explain the problem to the teacher
and if he said I'd have to go to class and try, I wouldn't 
go to class, I'd get an excuse from my Mom or somebody.")
2 - S has her mother write an excuse to let S skip class OR 
S goes to class and has her lab partner do all the work.
TEX: "If I had a biology lab partner, I'd have her do it.")
1 - S says that she would skip the class or the whole day of 
school. She may or may not say that she would tell her 
teacher why she did not attend class. (EX: "I'd cut the
class and when the skip note came out I'd tell the teacher 
the reason I skipped.") OR S tells the biology teacher 
before class that she is sick, thereby avoiding going to the 
class and telling the teacher how she feels about dissecting 
a frog.
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32. Your boyfriend's been after you to go to bed with him.
You think you'd like to but you're afraid of getting pregnant.
You tell your mother you want to go on the pill and she says,
"I don't want to hear you say such things. You're too young 
to do that sort of thing with a boy. When I was your age, I'd 
never dream of such a thing." What do you say or do now?
5 - S indicates that she will not go to bed with her boyfriend.
TEX: "I'd agree with my Mom."; "I wouldn't go to bed with
him."; "I'd tell my boyfriend no.")
4 - S tries to reason with her mother AND says that if her mother
still did not want her to go on the pill, she would not go 
on it. OR S indicates that she would wait until she was 
eighteen to decide for herself.
3 - S discusses the problem with her mother. She may try to convince
her mother using the pill is the wisest decision but she does
not indicate whther or not she will use the pill. (EX: "Why
not, Tom?"; "If you don't let me go on the pill I could get 
pregnant."; "Things are different now, Mom.") OR S says 
that she would discuss the problem with her boyfriend or 
girlfriends OR S ways that she would not ask her mother 
about going on the pill. (EX: "I would never ask ray mother
about something like that.") OR S indicates that she would 
go to bed with her boyfriend and let him take care of the 
birth control. (EX: "I'd go to bed with him and have him
wear a rubber.")
2 - S indicates that she will go on the pill. She may tell her 
mother about it or she may not. (EX: "I'd take it no matter
what my mother said."; "You can't stop me, Mom, if I want
to go on the pill, I will."; I'd take it behind her hack;";
"I'd go to a birth control clinic."; "I'd take it.") OR 
S gives a foolish argument. (EX: "It's not that I want
to do anything with the boy, it's just in case I get raped 
or something.")
1 - S indicates that she will go to bed with her boyfriend AND 
Tmplies, that she will not or might not use birth control.
She may add that if she gets pregnant, she will blame her 
mother. (EX: "I'd just go to bed with him and if I got
pregnant, I'd blame it on her."; "I'm going to go to bed with 
him, whether you like it or not and whether I'm on the 
pill or not."; "I'd do it anyway.")
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33. You've been feeling pretty bad lately. School's been 
getting boring, there never seems to be anything to do on 
weekends, and your parents have been giving you a hard time about 
everything. A girlfriend of yours has been feeling the same way 
and has decided to run away from home. She ran away once before 
and tells you that life on the run is exciting and you can do 
all kinds of things you can't do at home and meet more interesting 
people. She asks you to go along with her. What do you say or do?
5 - S says that she would not run AND along with giving her reasons 
for not running, tries to convince her friend not to run 
either. (EX: "You make it sound so exciting to run away but
I've heard lots of people who run away end up as prostitutes 
or dead on the highway. Things aren't that bad at home. I'm 
sure it's just parents going through a phase or something or 
you're just in a cranky mood."; "I don't think running 
away from your problems is the way to solve them, they'll 
just catch up with you.")
4 - S says that she would not run AND explains to her friend why 
she will not run with her.(EX: "No, we might get into
trouble."; "No, if I run my parents would really get 
mad at me and that's worse than having my mother give me a 
hard time."; "No, I have it pretty good.")
3 - S says that she would not run but does not give any
explanation for her decision. (EX: "No."; "No, I'll 
wait until I'm eighteen to leave the house."; "I wouldn't 
run.")
2 - S tells her friend that she is not sure, she will have to 
think about it. (EX: "Since it's my decision, and, if I
really wanted to run, I'd run to at least experience it.
But I'd think about it, at least a day first.") OR S 
says she would go if she was feeling bad but would not go if 
she did not have any reason.
1 - S agrees to run away. (EX: "Yes."; "I'd try it, but just
for a week-end.")
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34. You've been best friends with Alice since fifth grade. The 
two of you have spent lots of time together and shared many secrets 
with one another. You've told each other who you like and don't like, 
have told each other about embarrassing moments, and have discussed 
things that bother you. But you've just heard that something you 
told Alice in secret has gotten around the school. You feel very 
hurt and angry over this. What do you say or do?
5 - S talks to Alice AND expresses what she (S) is feeling about 
what happened or what she believes a friendship should be.
S may introduce the conversation by asking Alice if or shy she 
told the secret; she may also mention that she wouldn't be 
able to trust Alice again. (EX: "I'd tell Alice I thought
we were really close and that she hurt me. I'd ask her why 
she did it."; "I'd talk to Alice about it and tell her if we 
were any kind of friends, I don't know why she would do that 
to me.")
4 - S tells Alice to tell other people the secret is not true OR S 
tells Alice she might not or will not be able to trust her again. 
S may first ask if Alice told the secret or why she told it.
TEX: "Why did you tell that secret because it was really
important to me. I probably won't be able to tell you any 
secrets anymore.") OR S tells Alice that if Alice wants to 
stay friends, she better not do anything like that again.
3 - S confronts Alice and asks her why she told the secret. (EX:
"Why did you tell everybody that I did this because it was our
secret and I don't think you should have spread it around 
school.") OR S asks Alice if she told the secret. She may 
add that if Alice says no, S will accuse her of doing it.
OR S says that she would talk to Alice.
2 - S stops being friends with Alice,either for good or until 
Alice proves she is a good friend. (EX: "I'd ignore her
completely."; "I'd stop being friends.") OR S pretends 
she does not know anything about the secret being spread 
around school in order to see what will happen.
1 - S approaches Alice and hits her OR S says that she would
scream and yell at Alice OR S spreads rumors around about
Alice.
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35. You're going out with a guy who's very jealous and possessive.
He said that if anyone ever touches you, he'll beat them up 
and he tells you that when you are in school you shouldn't talk 
to other guys. At first you kind of liked this because you thought 
it showed how much he liked you but it's begun to be a real drag.
You really like this guy and don't want to break up with him 
but you don't know how much longer you can go on like this. What 
can you do to go about solving this problem?
5 - S explains in a polite, concerned tone how she is feeling (i.e., 
she wants to talk with other boys) AND reassures her boyfriend 
about how much she cares for him. She may also try to get her 
boyfriend to discuss his ideas some more. She may add that she 
will break up with her boyfriend if he does not change. (EX:
"I like you a lot and it doesn't make any difference if I’m 
friends with other guys, I still care for you more than I care 
for them. You shouldn't be jealous.")
4 - S explains in a polite, concerned tone how she is feeling. She 
may add that she will break up with her boyfriend if he does 
not change. (EX: "I'd talk to him and say that I did not think
it was a fair agreement, that I should talk to other guys.";
"If you really trusted me and cared about me you wouldn't have 
any thoughts about me talking to other guys.")
3 - S continues to talk with other boys, neither hiding it from
her boyfriend nor confronting him With the fact she is finding
his behavior a real drag; in other words, S ignores the problem.
(EX: "I'd still talk to other guys.") OR S tells her boyfriend 
how she feels in a blunt manner. S does not sound concerned 
with her boyfriend's feelings. She appears to be laying down 
the law. S may add that she will break up with her boyfriend if 
he does not change his behavior. (EX: "You don't own me, you
know. I can talk to other people if I want to. Maybe you're 
not going to like it but I want to have fun."; "I'd tell him 
that I didn't like him telling me what to do and who to talk with.")
2 - S talks to other boys behind her boyfriend's back. She may say
it is because it is the easiest thing to do. OR S talks to 
other boys because she wants to see how far her boyfriend would 
go. (EX: "I'd talk with other guys when my boyfriend wasn't
around.") OR S does as her boyfriend tells her and does not 
speak to other guys. (EX: "If I really liked the guy I’d
probably respect what he says, and, if I really wanted to talk 
to a guy at school, I'd probably call him at home, when he 
wasn't around.")
1 - S breaks up with her boyfriend without discussing the problem.
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36. You go over to your friend, Jennifer's,and knock at the door 
to see if she's home. Her mother answers the door and says, "No, 
Jennifer isn't at home, but I'm glad to have this chance to talk 
to you privately. I think that you're a bad influence on Jennifer 
and I don't want you hanging around with her anymore. I mean it." 
What do you say or do now?
5 - S explains her position to Jennifer's mother in a polite way
AND also expresses a willingness to change to keep the 
friendship. (EX: "What is it that you don't like about me?
Maybe I can change. Jennifer and I are really good friends.")
S may indicate she will also talk to Jennifer about the problem.
4 - S discusses the problem politely with Jennifer's mother. S 
may also indicate she will talk to Jennifer about the problem. 
(EX: "I don't think I'm a bad influence on her and Jennifer
knows me and wants to be my friend. We haven't done anything 
together that shows you that so you should get to know me a 
little better and see what you think about me."; "What don't 
you like about me?"; "Why am I such a bad influence?")
3 - S talks the problem over with Jennifer so that Jennifer can 
decide if she still wants to he friends. (EX: If Jennifer
wanted to be friends, I'd still be friends with her.")
OR S tells Jennifer what her mother said and S suggests they 
do not see each other for a while. OR S asks Jennifer's mother 
why she thinks S is such a bad influence AND S implies that
Jennifer may not be a perfectly well-behaved girl either.
(EX: "Why do you think I am such a bad influence? Jennifer
doesn't have to do the things we do if she doesn't want to."; 
"Why do you think I'm bad and your daughter is not?") OR 
S walks away without saying anything to Jennifer's mother.
She may indicate she will talk to her parents about the problem.
2 - S continues to see Jennifer without Jennifer's mother knowiing. 
TEX: "I'd still talk to Jennifer at school but I wouldn't
go to her house.")
1 - S is rude and disrespectful to Jennifer's mother. (EX: "I
think that's up to Jennifer. I don't think it's any of your 
business."; "I think you should talk to Jennifer about this, 
not me."; "I never liked Jennifer very much.")
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37. You're at a party. Bill gave you a ride there and has
promised to take you home. It's time to go home now but Bill
has gotten really drunk, and you're afraid to ride home with him. 
You can't drive yourself because you don't have a license. You 
tell Bill you don't want to go home with him and he gets really 
angry. His friends hear you and say, "Don't be so silly, go
with him." What do you say or do?
5 - S finds a way home for both Bill and her. For example, she
may find a ride for both of them, or if she has her temporary 
license, S may drive Bill home to his house and then go on to 
her house, or S may let Bill sleep it off at her house, or 
they may walk home together. OR S gets a ride home for 
herself AND finds a place for Bill to sleep it off. To be
scored 5, S must not let Bill drive.
4 - S finds another ride home for herself from another friend, 
her parents, etc. OR S takes a bus home OR S indicates
she does not want to go with Bill. (EX: "Forget it.";
"I'm not going with him.")
3 - S drives Bill's car without a license* OR S does not go with 
Bill AND says that she will walk or hitchhike home.
OR S responds to her friends'remarks but does not clearly 
state her plans for getting home. (EX: "Well, I have to
go home now, and he had promised to take me home and here 
he is, stone drunk and not able to take me home.")
2 - S says that she will stay at the party.
1 - S goes with Bill AND lets Bill drive. She may add she will
wear a seatbelt, get out of the car if he is driving badly,
give him directions, and so on.
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38. It's winter and you're at a shopping mall with your friend, 
Linda. You go into a clothing store with her and see some really 
beautiful sweaters that both of you just love. Linda whispers 
to you, "With that big, bulky coat you're wearing, it would be 
really easy for you to take about four sweaters into the dressing 
room with you, put one or two on under your coat, bring the other 
two sweaters out and walk out of the store. No one would ever 
know." What do you say or do now?
5 - S tells her friend "No". She may or may not talk about the
consequences of getting caught. She may or may not mention 
getting her parents to buy her the sweater. (EX: "I wouldn't
take them."; "No, I wouldn't do anything like that. There's 
too much of a chance of getting caught."; "I don't want 
one that bad.")
4 - S offers to switch coats with her friend OR i S  tells her
friend that if she wants the sweaters to go ahead and take
them, but S will not. (EX: "Let's trade jackets and you
do it."; "If you want that sweater bad enough, then you 
take it. I'm not going to get into trouble for taking them 
myself.")
3 - S says something which does not reflect what she is going
to do. (EX: "You never know, there are chances that you can
get caught and there are chances you don't.")
2 - S is indecisive. (EX: "I'll have to think about it.")
1 - S says that she would or she might take the sweaters.
TEX: "If I thought I could get away with it, I'd do it.";
"Sure."; "If I was going to rip something I wouldn't do 
it for her because if I get nabbed it's just me, so I'd just 
steal it for myself.")
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39. Your parents have been fighting and arguing for months.
They fight about money, about the kids and about your father's 
drinking. You've been feeling very edgy at home lately; you're 
always thinking a big fight will develop any minute. It seems that 
you're always tense or in a bad mood. What can you do about 
solving this problem?
5 - J5 tries to talk with her parents AND also tries to get outside 
counseling, either for herself or her parents (e.g., school 
counselor, programs for teen-agers with family problems, 
physician) (EX: "I'd talk to my family and see if my
father can go to Alcoholics Anonymous.") OR S talks to her 
parents without telling them she will leave the house if they 
fight. (EX: "I'd talk to my parents about it and tell them
how I feel about them fighting and how you think it's ruining 
the family and you hate to see them this way."; "Have me, 
my mother and father all sitting around the table, talk, 
see if we could work things out.")
4 - S talks to her parents about how she is feeling AND indicates 
that if they continue to fight, she will leave the house—  
either for just a few hours or actually running away. (EX:
"You guys are always fighting and making it miserable to be 
in this house. That's why I try to stay out of the house as 
much as I can.") OR S talks to her friends and her parents 
OR S asks her parents not to fight when she is at home. (EX:
"I suppose I'd talk to my parents and tell them if they
wanted to fight, do it when I'm not home because it's really 
upsetting me.") OR S joins a school activity to occupy her 
extra time OR S gets outside counseling.
3 - S tries to stay out of the house as much as she can OR S 
leaves the house whenever her parents start fighting or her 
father has too much to drink. (EX: "Whenever they fight
or he comes home drunk or something, I'd just go out of the 
house and go somewhere else.") OR S says that she would try
not to get her parents in a bad mood OR S goes to stay
somewhere else for a while (e.g., at a friend's house), she 
may indicate she would ask her parents if she could OR S 
simply says that she would talk to her parents. (EX: "I'd
talk to my folks about it."; "I'd talk to my Mom.")
2 - S talks the problem over with her friends. (EX: "I'd
go out with my friends and talk to them about it.")
1 - S runs away from home. (EX: "I'd run away."; "I'd leave home.")
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40. It's 1:00 in the morning, and you're walking home from your 
friend's house. You know it's after curfew in your town. You 
weren't doing anything wrong, you just lost track of time. You 
see a patrol car cruising along the street and you feel, scared, 
because you know you can get into trouble for breaking curfew.
Sure enough, the car stops next to you, and the policeman gets out 
and says, "You there, stop where you are!" What do you say or do 
now?
5 - S explains politely and convincingly where she was AND where 
she is going. She may add that the policeman can check her 
story if he does not believe her. (EX: "Well, officer,
I was just at my friend's house and I'm walking home right 
now, it's only a couple of blocks away and I'll be there in 
a second.") OR S stops and waits to see what the policeman 
has to say. (EX: "I'd stop.") OR asks a brief question,
respectfully. (EX: "Did I do something wrong?")
4 - S explains truthfully where she was to the policeman OR where 
she is going. (EX: "I was just coming home from a friend's
house."; "I know it's past curfew. I just lost track of time.
I haven't been doing anything wrong."; "I'm just walking home,
my house is just a couple of blocks up here. Can I just keep
going?"; "I'd explain to him where I was.") OR S explains truth­
fully what she is doing AND asks for a ride home from the 
policeman.
3 - These responses do not reveal enough to be evaluated. (EX:
"I'd stop and I'd probably end up in the police station for 
it and I'm sure I'd get into trouble but I'd tell my parents
that I did lose track of time and it wasn't that far to walk
home. I'd probably end up in trouble, that's all.") OR
S lies about where she has been.
2 - S is antagonistic or insolent. (EX: "Listen, Mr. Patrolman.
I've got to get home. I don't know why you're stopping me.
I'm not doing anything wrong.") OR S asks for a ride home 
with no explanation of where she has been. (EX: "I’m on my 
way home. Can I have a ride?")
1 - S does not stop for the policeman OR S runs away from the police.
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41. It's 11:00 EYiday night, and you're at the local movie theater 
with some of your friends. The movie has just finished and, as you 
leave the theater, one of your friends says, "Why don't we stop 
somewhere for a pizza?" You'd really like to but your parents 
have told you to be home at midnight and there's no way you'll 
ever make it home on time if you go for pizza. What do you 
say or do?
5 - S calls her parents and asks them if it is all right if she 
goes for pizza. She may also mention that if they say no, 
that she will go home. OR S says that she would go home, 
and if she mentions what she would say to her friends, it 
is the truth. (EX: "I'd go home, eating a pizza isn't worth
getting into trouble for."; "I'd better go home, because 
I don't want to get into any trouble, so I can go out with 
you guys again.")
4 - S calls her parents and tells them she will be home a little 
late because she is going out for pizza. (EX: "I'd call up
my parents and tell them I'm going to be later than that 
because we're going out for pizza.") OR S suggests to her 
friends that either they buy or order some pizza and eat 
it at her house. (EX: "I'd ask my friends over to our house
for pizza, bring the pizza over to our house and eat it.")
3 - S is unsure what to do. OR S does not go out for pizza
AND tells her friends a white lie about why she is not going. 
(EX: "Tell your friends you have to go home because
you have to get up early the next morning.")
2 - S goes out for pizza AND tells her parents the truth when she 
gets home OR S simply says that she would go out for pizza, 
and does not mention saying anything to her parents.
1 - S goes out for pizza AND lies to her parents about where
she has been. (EX: "Go out for pizza and tell my parents
the car ran out of gas.")
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42. Your father is an alcoholic and when he comes home drunk, 
he swears and yells at your mother and you kids and sometimes 
even hits you. This is a bad situation, it's getting worse, and 
really has you upset. What can you do to go about solving this 
problem?
5 - S talks to her father about the problem when he is sober; 
she may tell him what she thinks he is doing to her and 
her mother, or she. may try to get him to realize he needs 
help. (EX: "Tell Dad he's really hurting Mom and us and that
if he could just talk to someone to help him because you 
really love him and care about him."; "I'd ask him to join 
Alcoholics Anonymous."; "I'd tell my Dad to join 
Alcoholics Anonymous and I'd go along, too.") OR S discusses 
the problem with her mother or other family members. (EX:
"I'd tell my Mom she better do something about it."; "I'd 
talk to my brother about it.")
4 - S gets outside help for her problem (e.g., talks to a high
school counselor, joins Alateen, etc.) (EX: "I'd join
Alateen, a place for kids whose parents are alcoholics.")
3 - S calls the police or an alcoholic treatment center on her own, 
without consulting either parent, in order to get someone 
to help her father and family. (EX: "I'd get somebody
who helps alcoholics to talk to my Dad."; "If things got 
really bad, I'd call the police.") OR S ignores the problem, 
she puts up with it as best she can (e.g., she may participate 
in more school activities,or try not to be at home when her 
father comes home,or she may do nothing special about the problem) 
OR S moves to another place to live until the problem 
gets better. (EX: "I'd stay at a friend's house for a while.")
2 - S talks to her father in a rude*, insolent way. (EX: "Listen,
you bastard, I'll call the cops on you one of these days.")
OR S threatens to leave home unless her father changes 
OR S talks to her friends about the problem.
1 - S runs away from home.
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43. You're in a department store. When you thought no clerks
were looking, you slipped a few pairs of earrings into your
pocket. On the way out of the store, a woman takes your arm and 
says, MI'm a store detective. I saw you take those earrings."
What do you say or do?
5 - S goes with the store detective AND expresses a realization 
that what she did is wrong or she apologizes. ( EX: "Well,
I'd go with her and they'd probably call the police and that, 
but I guess I deserve it, because you know, stealing is, 
you just don't do that.") OR S simply apologizes.
4 - S realizes that there is not much to do except go with the
store detective. OR S says that she would admit what
she had done. (EX: "Give them back to her and let her take
me in."; "There's not much I could do, I'd probably go
along with her."; "I'd have to take the consequences.")
3 - S admits that she took the goods AND asks for a break so the 
police or her parents do not find out. (EX: "I'd probably 
say I did take them and I'll give them back. Just let me go."; 
"I'd probably ask her to give me a break so she wouldn't call 
the police.") OR S says that she would not nothing. (EX:
"I'd just stand there. I wouldn't know what to do, I'd be 
so scared.")
2 - S denies that she took the goods. (EX: "I mean, I didn't
take any earrings or anything. I was thinking about them but 
I put them back on the shelf. I'll even show you.") OR 
S says that she forgot to pay for the earrings and will pay now.
1 - S runs away. (EX: "I'd run."; "I'd try to get away.")
OR S hits the detective.
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44. A popular guy in your class is giving a party Saturday. He 
didn't invite you but he did invite most of your friends. The 
party seems to be all they've been talking about for the last few 
days; you feel very bad about being left out. What can you do to go 
about solving this problem?
5 - S finds something else to do on Saturday night. (EX: "I'd
find something else to do."; "I'd have my own party.")
OR S talks to someone else about what is bothering her.
(EX: "I think if I felt bad about it, the best thing for me to do
is to talk to someone about it. Otherwise, it just builds up and 
I start getting really bitchy. I wouldn't push my way in to be 
invited to the party, just make sure that I talked it out, that's 
all.")
4 - S says that she would not go to the party if she was not
invited. (EX: "I wouldn't go."; "I wouldn't go and I'd hope
I got asked next time.") OR S says that she would not do 
anything OR S says that she would stay at home OR S starts 
talking about what she is going to do Saturday night.
3 - S asks her friends not to talk about the party in front of her.
2 - S asks the boy why she was not invited. (EX: "I'd ask him why I
wasn't invited and if he said that he didn't like me, I 
wouldn't go.") OR S asks a friend to ask him why she was not 
invited or if she will be invited OR S plans to have a party 
and invite all his friends except him. (EX: "I wouldn't go to
his party and to get back at him I'd have a party and invite all 
his friends and not him.")
1 - S asks the guy if she can go to the party OR S goes to the 
party without having been invited.
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45. You're thirteen years old, and that's too young to get 
a regular part-time job. But you really need money— for 
clothes, snacks, records and to go out with your friends. Your
parents can't afford to give you much money. How might you go
about getting the things you want.
5 - S looks for jobs in her neighborhood. (EX: "I'd go around
to people's houses and see if they needed any work done.";
"I'd get a babysitting job."; "I'd shovel snow in winter, 
rake leaves in summer.") OR S looks for a job on a local 
farm OR S puts an ad in the newspaper. (EX: "I'd put 
an ad in the paper which said teen-age girl wants a job.")
S may indicate that if she could not find a job, she would 
just have to do without the records, clothes, etc.
4 - S saves her allowance for the things she wants OR S has
a garage sale.
5 - S asks her parents for additional jobs around the house for
which she could earn more money.
2 - S asks her parents for more money or a larger allowance OR 
S borrows money.
1 - S steals those things she wants OR S steals things in order 
to get money OR S suggests her parents go on welfare.
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46. You're about an hour late getting to your part-time job in
a supermarket because your car ran out of gas. You feel pretty
dumb about that, and you're kind of uptight, because you know your 
boss will be mad since this is the busiest time of the day in the 
store. You punch in at the timeclock and he comes storming 
over to you and says, "You're fired! I've put up with you kids 
being late and not showing up one time too many! Starting with you, 
anyone who comes in late gets canned!" What do you say or do now?
5 - S explains what happened AND also says one of the following: 
asks for another chance, tells him it will not happen again, 
says that she is sorry, or looks for a way to make up what 
happened. S may also say that if her boss did not change 
his mind she would leave. (EX: "Really, I'm sorry, I just
didn't have any gas in the car? Can I have another chance?";
"I'm just trying to tell you that my car ran out of gas and
that was why I was late. I'm sorry if you don't believe 
anybody, I know a lot of kids get late. I'm sorry, it won't 
happen again, this is my first time.")
4 - S tries to explain what happened. She may also say that if 
her boss did not change his mind about firing her she would 
leave. (EX: "Try to explain to him what happened."; "My
car ran out of gas and I would have been here on time but I 
couldn’t.")
3 - S does not explain what happened AND says one of the following: 
asks for another chance, promises it will not happen again, 
says that she is sorry. (EX: "I'm sorry."; "Sorry, can't 
I have another chance?")
2 - S apologizes AND walks out OR S walks out without saying 
anything. She may add that she would look for another job.
(EX: "I'd leave."; "I'd leave and look for another job.")
1 - S says something very rude or insolent to her boss. (EX:
"I'd say good and walk out."; "Shove it up your ass, it's 
not my fault my car ran out of gas."; "I'm sick of this job 
anyway.") S may also add that she would look for another job.
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47. You work as a c l e r k  in the grocery store. The store isn't 
too busy and n hoy you know from school comes over to your cash 
register and says, "Hey,'I only have a dollar with me. Ring up 
these cigarettes and six-pack for a dollar, won't you? The manager 
is in the back of the store, he'll never know." What do you say or 
do now?
5 - S Says "No." firmly AND tells the boy the money will come out 
of her pocket. (EX: "No, forget it. The money would come
out of my pocket.") OR S tells the boy to go home and come 
back when he has the money OR S puts the boy on the defensive 
by asking if he wants her to lose her job. (EX: "Are you
kidding? Do you want me to lose my job? You really think 
they don't know what's going on? They probably keep track.")
4 - S says that she will not do it because it is not right. (EX:
"I can't do that. It's just not right.") IF S mentions both 
not wanting to get caught and not doing it because it is not 
right, score her 4. (EX: "I can't do that. He'll know and
it's just not right.")
3 - S simply says that she will not do it. (EX: "No, I wouldn't
do it.") OR S rings up the dollar and tells the boy to
take one or the other— the sixpack or the cigarettes 
OR S says that she will not ring up both for a dollar because 
she might get caught and lose her job. (EX: "No, I really
can't do that because if I get caught then I'd get fired.";
"I wouldn't do it; I wouldn't want to risk losing my job.";
"I wouldn't do it because I could get into trouble.")
2 - S rings up the correct amount of money on the cash register 
AND either says that she will lend or give the boy enough 
money for his purchase. (EX: "I'm very sorry but, I'll lend
you the money, but I won't give it to you from the store. My 
job depends on it and my boss trusts me."; "I'd ring up the 
correct amount and put the rest of the money in myself.")
1 - S rings up the cigarettes and sixpack for a dollar but does 
not make up the difference with her own money.
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48. You're really interested in one of your classes and you like 
the teacher. You want to do well in the class but your friends are
beginning to tease you about how much you participate in class
discussions. After class one day, one of your friends says,
"Hey, you know, you're so well prepaired that you're making the 
rest of us look bad. Why don't you cool it for a while." What 
do you say or do?
5 - S explains her position. (EX: "I want to do well in school.") OR
S explains her position AND tells her friends she will not 
change. (EX: "Well, I'm sorry but that's the way I work.
I really feel bad but I can't stop myself from doing that.";
"No way I'll cool it, I want the grade.") OR S explains her
position AND tells her friends to change their behavior in 
class. (EX: "I really like that class and that's why I like
to have class discussions— I'm interested in it. If you like 
it, then you do the same. Otherwise, there's no sense being 
worried about it, if you don't like it, forget it."; "I like 
the class a lot, why don't you participate more?")
4 - S says that she will not change her behavior but she gives 
no explanation as to why she will not. (EX: "I'd continue
to participate."; "I wouldn't let my friends' remarks bother 
me."; "I'd keep doing what I was doing. Wouldn't let the kids 
in the class tell me how to go about doing my work and stuff."; 
"I'd tell them to forget it and go on doing what I was doing.")
OR S tells her friends to change their behavior but gives 
no explanation as to why she will not change hers. (EX: "Why
don't you study more.") OR S asks the teacher if she can 
transfer into a higher class where her enthusiasm would not 
be as noticeable.
3 - S is influenced by her friends and reduces the amount of 
talking she does in class. (EX: "I'd continue to talk in
class but I wouldn't talk as much."; "Well, I'd not answer 
all the questions but if there were some that nobody had and 
I knew, I'd raise my hand and answer them."; "I'd cool it for 
a while.")
2 - S completely stops talking in class. (EX: "I wouldn't talk
in that class again.")
1 - S threatens her friends with physical violence.
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49. You've been having trouble in math class, because the work 
seems too tough for you. You've felt too embarrassed to tell 
the teacher, so you've been cutting classes. Now, it's a week 
before a big exam and you're completely lost. You don't know 
what's going on! What can you do about solving this problem?
5 - S goes to the teacher for help AND expresses a willingness
to work hard to make up the work. (EX: "It was really tough 
work and I didn't know what to do about it and I didn't want 
to come to you in the first place because I was really embarrassed 
to do it. But I'm asking for help now because I don't know 
what's going on and I'm willing to stay and make up the work."; 
"I'd explain what happened and say I'd be willing to work really 
hard now to make it up.")
4 - S simply says that she will go to the teacher for help.
TEX: "I'd go to the teacher for help."; "I'd explain why
I haven't been going to class and I'd ask for help.") OR 
S goes to both her teacher and other people for help OR S 
asks the teacher for extra time before she has to take the exam.
3 - S says that she will get some books and study OR S will 
get help from a friend or family member who is good at math 
OR S will get a tutor. OR S talks the problem over with a 
counselor. She may ask the counselor to be put in an easier 
class, to drop the class, to take the class again if she fails, 
etc.
2 - S does nothing about the problem, she takes the exam without 
any extra effort. S seems resigned to flunking the exam.
1 - S skips the exam. (EX: "I'd skip class that day.") OR S
cheats off a friend.
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50. It's early afternoon, and ever since you woke up this morning 
you've been in a bad mood. You feel emply, tired, a little sad,
a little angry, all at the same time. What can you do to go about
solving this problem?
5 - S talks to her friends, parents or a counselor about the way 
she is feeling. OR S tries to become involved in some 
activity she enjoys doing. She may also add that she would 
try not to take her bad mood out on anyone else.(EX: "Find
something that you know is fun that you'd like to do."; "Get 
together with your friends and, you know, tell them what's the 
matter, and maybe they can cheer you up."; "Go talk to your
mom or call up one of your friends."; "I'd listen to music.")
4 - S tries to think about things which would put her into a 
better mood OR S tries to find out what made her angry 
or upset. She may also indicate that she would try not to 
take her bad mood out on anyone else. (EX: "I suppose I'd
just try to get myself into a better mood and tell myself 
it's not all that bad."; "I try to think of good stuff, like 
summer vacation, and try to get my mood better. I'd try not 
to take it out on anyone else."; "Find out what made me angry.")
3 - S goes back to bed or catches up on her rest OR S simply
says that she would try not to take her bad mood out on anybody 
else.
2 - S eats or £3 does nothing about the problem. (EX; "Usually,
I don't do anything about it, it just drifts by."; "Just 
go around and don't say anything to anybody and if anybody asks 
you what your problem is, let it all come out.")
1 - S gets high, with drugs or alcohol.
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51. Your father is always hassling you about going to church on 
Sunday. You think the whole church bit is hypocritical, boring 
and irrelevant to your life. But your father loses his temper 
every time you say you won't go, and you end up arguing about it 
all day. You wish you could end this problem once and for all.
How can you go about doing this?
5 - S tries to compromise with her father. (EX: "I'd go once
in a while to make him happy."; "What if I try it for a
month? And, if I don't like it thenk we can talk about it
more."; "I want to talk to you about this, about going to
church.Why do you think I have to go because I don't really 
like it that well, it's boring and it doesn't really mean 
that much to me. I'd like to work something out so that we 
won't be arguing all the time and I won't feel bad about not 
going.") Ok S tries to explain to her father why she does 
not want to go. She may add that she would go to church if 
he still wanted her to go. (EX: "I'd tell my Dad that I'm
not getting anything out of going to church and that I don't 
think he should be pushing me because if I'm going to get into . 
it, I'm going to have to get into it by myself. Maybe when 
I'm older, but right now it's not doing anything for me but 
wasting my time.")
4 - S simply says that she would try to explain to her father 
how she feels. She may add that she would go to church if 
he still wanted her to go. (EX:. "I'd explain to him how 
I felt about it."; "I'd explain how I felt and if that 
wouldn't work and change his mind, I'd go.")
3 - :S goes to church as her father wants her to AND does not 
explain how she feels about the issue. (EX: "I'd go.")
OR S says that she will go to church, but only until she is 
eighteen OR S says that if her father wants her to go to 
church, he should go as well.
2 - S_ talks the problem over with her father AND refuses to go to 
church. (EX: "I don't think it has anything to do with my
life right now. I think it's a waste of time so I'm not going 
to go."; "I'd talk to him about it. He can't run my life, 
he can only run his. I wouldn't go.") OR S says that she 
will go to church this time, but never again. (EX: "I'd just
tell him, I'd say, all right, I'll go to church this time but 
don't ever bother me about it again.")
1 - S leaves home OR S tells her father she would rather not go 
to church, and if he makes her go, she indicates that she 
will go but will misbehave at church. OR S refuses to go 
to church AND does not discuss the problem with her father.
(EX: "I wouldn't go to church,")
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52. You think that one of your teachers assigns too much
homework. For example, last night's assignment took you two
hours to complete. When someone else complained to the teacher, 
she said that it was too bad, but it was the only way you were going 
to learn. You know you won't get into any real trouble if you 
don't do all your homework but you'd like a good grade in this class
and it won't be as high as you like if you don't do your homework.
How can you go about solving this problem?
5 - S discusses the homework problem with her teacher. In order
to be given a 5, S must say either that the large amount of 
homework from this class interferes with her, or her classmates, 
ability to finish homework from other classes OR that the 
homework interferes with their ability to hold an after 
school job. S may add that if the discussion did not
work, she would continue to do her homework. Or S may say
that she would get other students to talk to the teacher with her. 
(EX: "I'd go to my teacher and tell her that the assignments
were really too long and that everybody in the class would 
agree, too, she doesn't leave us any time to do our homework 
from other classes, and maybe she could cut down on the homework.") 
OR S goes to the principal or a counselor for help. She may say 
she would go to the teacher first, and if that did not work, 
go to the principal or a counselor. (F,X: "Veil, I'd think
I'd take it to the principal and say that she gives us way too much
homework so we don't get enough free time because we have
homework from other classes we have to do and we don't get that 
done because she hands out too much homework.'" "I'd go to 
talk to my guidance counselor about it.")
4 - S does as much homework as she can. (EX: "I'd keep doing it.";
"I'd try to do as much as I could.") OR S discusses the homework
problem with her teacher but does not mention how the homework 
interferes with either work from other classes or after school 
jobs. She may add that if the discussion did not work, she 
would continue to do her homework. Or S may say that she would 
get other students to talk to the teacher with her. (EX: "I'd
complain."; "Could you please make these assignments shorter?
I think you're giving us too much homework."; "I'd go get 
some other kids together and go talk to her.")
3 - S occassionally does her homework. (EX: "I'd do it when I felt 
like it.") OR S looks for a compromise without going to her 
teacher. (EX: "I'd do some of it, but not all."; "I'd work
an hour each night.")
2 - S tries to get her parents to call her teacher to discuss the 
amount of homework handed out.
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1 - S does not try doing any of the homework. (EX: "I wouldn't 
do it.") OR S lies to her teacher about having done the home­
work when she really has not. OR S does not do the homework 
AND avoids going to class. (EX: "I'd skip the class a lot."; 
"I'd try and drop the class.")
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Table 1
Ethnic Differences on Total PIAG Peformances
Source DF
Sum of 
squares
Mean
squares
F
ratio £value
Between groups 1 120.02 120.02 0.17 > .05
Within groups 5_0 36,121.42 722.43
Totals 51 36,241.44
1 2 0
Table 2
Average Performance on PIAG items
Caucasians Native Americans
Question Mean SD Mean SD
1 2.6.2 1.17 2.46 1.42
2 2.12 1.11 2.27 1.31
3 4.19 1.36 4.39 1.20
4 2.08 1.29 2.77 1.56
5 2.19 1.39 , 2.39 1.20
6 3.08 1.41 2.81 1.17
7 2.65 1.16 2.77 1.28
8 2.46 1.14 2.58 1.14
9 2.96 1.51 2.85 1.19
10 3.89 1.51 4.04 1.31
11 1.89 1.31 1.92 1.26
. 12 2.15 1.22 2.23 1.42
13 3.89 1.07 3.96 .92
14 3.23 1.58 3.73 1.51
15 2.81 1.44 3.50 1.45
16 3.50 .99 3.73 1.08
17 4.00 1.52 3.73 1.56
18 1.42 1. 21 2.04 1.48
19 3.58 1.14 3.42 1.30
20 2.62 1.06 2.50 .95
21 2.89 1.03 3.12 1.18
22 2.89 1.03 3.12 1.18
23 3.35 1.50 3.42 1.58
24 2.77 1.61 3.23 1.68
25 2.73 1.12 2.42 1.07
26 2,12 1.51 1.62 1.20
27 3.31 .93 2.69 1.16
28 2.85 1.69 3.15 1.74
29 3.77 .77 3.23 1.11
30 2.31 .74 3.12 1.51
31 3.54 1.58 3.19 1.55
32 2.50 1.07 3.04 1.48
33 2.50 1.70 2.77 1.58
34 2.89 1.07 2.46 .91
35 3.89 .95 3.42 1.36
36 2.58 1.47 2.58 1.24
37 3.27 1.15 3.12 .82
38 3.77 1.61 4.23 1.21
39 3.31 .97 3.23 .99
40 3.42 1.24 3.35 1.38
41 4.19 1.36 4.04 1.22
42 3.23 1.34 3.81 1.17
43 3.04 1.43 2.85 1.29
44 2.50 1.75 3.12 1.34
45 3.81 1.79 4.19 1.44
46 3.08 1.60 2.35 1.47
47 3.04 .87 2.92 .85
48 4.12 .91 4.15 .37
49 2.89 1. 34 3.15 1.08
50 3.62 1.44 3.62 1.17
51 2.89 1.07 2.73 1.04
52 3.85 .78 3.69 .93
1 2 1
Table 3
One-way Analysis of Variance Summary by Ethnic Group: Item-by-item Comparison
Sum of Mean F Significance
Question Source DF squares squares ratio of F
1 Between groups 1 0.31 0.31 0.18 NS
Within groups 50 84.62 1.69
Totals 51 84.92
2 Between groups 1 0.31 0.31 0.21 NS
Within groups 50 73.77 1.48
Totals 51 74.08
3 Between groups 1 0.48 0.48 0. 29 NS
Within groups 50 82.19 1.64
Totals 51 82.67
4 Between groups 1 6.23 6.23 3.04 NS
Within groups 50 102.46 2.05
Totals 51 108.69
5 Between groups 1 0.48 0.48 0.29 NS
Within groups 50 84.19 1.68
Totals 51 84.67
6 Between groups 1 0.94 0.94 0.56 NS
Within groups 50 83.88 1.68
Totals 51 84.82
(continued next page)
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Table 3 (continued)
Question Source DF
Sum of 
squares
Mean
squares
F
ratio
Significance 
of F
7 Between groups 1 0.21 0.21 0.14 NS
Within groups 49 74.38 1.52
Totals 50 74.59
8 Between groups 1 0.18 0.18 0.13 NS
Within groups 48 64.30 1.34
Totals 49 64.48
9 Between groups 1 0.17 0.17 0.09 NS
Within groups 50 92.35 1.85
Totals 51 92.52
10 Between groups 1 0.31 0.31 0.15 NS
Within groups 50 99.62 1.99
Totals 51 99.93
11 Between groups 1 0.02 0.02 0.01 NS
Within groups 50 82.50 1.65
Totals 51 82.52
12 Between groups 1 0.08 0.08 0.04 NS
Within groups 50 88.00 1.76
Totals 51 88.08
13 Between groups 1 0.08 0.08 0.08 NS
Within groups 50 49.62 0.99
Totals 51 49.70
(continued next page)
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Table 3 (continued)
Question Source DF
Sum of 
squares
Mean
squares
F
ratio
Significance 
of F
14 Between groups 1 3.25 3.25 1.36 NS
Within groups 50 119.73 2.39
Totals 51 122.98
15 Between groups 1 6.23 6.23 2.98 NS
Within groups 50 104.54 2.09
Totals 51 110.77
16 Between groups 1 0.69 0.69 0.65 NS
Within groups 50 53.62 1.07
Totals 51 54.31
17 Between groups 1 0.94 0.94 0.40 NS
Within groups 50 119.12 2.38
Totals 51 120.06
18 Between groups 1 4.92 4.92 2.70 NS
Within groups 50 91.31 1.83
Totals 51 96.23
19 Between groups 1 0.31 0.31 0.21 NS
Within groups 50 74.69 1.49
Totals 51 75.00
20 Between groups 1 0.17 0 .17 0.17 NS
Within groups 50 50.65 1.01
Totals 51 50.82
(continued next page)
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Table 3 (continued)
Question Source DF
Sum of 
squares
Mean
squares
F
ratio
Significance 
of F
21 Between groups 1 0.69 0 .69 0.57 NS
Within groups 50 61.31 1.23
Totals 51 62.00
22 Between groups 1 0.69 0.69 0.57 NS
Within groups 50 61.31 1.23
Totals 51 62.00
23 Between groups 1 0.08 0.08 0.03 NS
Within groups 50 118.23 2.36
Totals 51 118.31
24 Between groups 1 2.77 2.77 1.02 NS
Within groups 50 135.23 2.70
Totals 51 138.00
25 Between groups 1 1.23 1.23 1.04 NS
Within groups 50 59.46 1.19
Totals 51 60.69
26 Between groups 1 3.25 3.25 1.75 NS
Within groups 50 92.81 1.86
Totals 51 96.06
27 Between groups 1 4.92 4.92 4.47 p < .05
Within groups 50 55.07 1.10
Totals 51 60.00
(continued next page)
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Table 3 (continued)
Question Source DF
Sum of 
squares
Mean
squares
F
ratio
Significance 
of F
28 Between groups 1 1.23 1.23 0.42 NS
Within groups 50 146.77 2.94
Totals 51 148.00
29 Between groups 1 3.77 3.77 4.17 £  < .05
Within groups 50 45.23 .90
Totals 51 49.00
30 Between groups 1 8.48 8. 48 6.04 £  < .05
Within groups 50 70.19 1.40
Totals 51 78.67
31 Between groups 1 1.56 1.56 0.64 NS
Within groups 50 122.50 2.45
Totals 51 124.06
32 Between groups 1 3.77 3.77 2.26 NS
Within groups 50 83.46 1.67
Totals 51 87.23
33 Between groups 1 0.94 0.94 0.35 NS
Within groups 50 135.12 2.70
Totals 51 136.06
34 Between groups 1 2.33 2.33 2.37 NS
Within groups 50 49.12 0.98
Totals 51 51.45
(continued next page)
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Table 3 (continued)
Question Source DP
Sum of 
squares
Mean
squares
F
ratio
Significance 
of F
35 Between groups 1 2.77 2.77 2 .01 NS
Within groups 50 69.00 1.38
Totals 51 71.77
36 Between groups 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 NS
Within groups 51 92.69 1.85
Totals 51 92.69
37 Between groups 1 0.31 0.31 0.31 NS
Within groups 50 49.77 1.00
Totals 51 50.08
38 Between groups 1 2.77 2.77 1.37 NS
Within groups 50 101.23 2.02
Totals 51 104.00
39 Between groups 1 0.08 0.08 0.08 NS
Within groups 50 48.15 0.96
Totals 51 4 8.23
40 Between groups 1 0.08 0.08 0.05 NS
Within groups 50 86.23 1.72
Totals 51 86.31
41 Between grups 1 0.31 0.31 0.19 NS
Within groups 50 83.00 1.66
Totals 51 83.31
(continued next page)
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Table 3 (continued)
Question Source DF
Sum of 
squares
Mean
squares
F
ratio
Significance 
of F
42 Between groups 1 4.33 4.33 2.75 NS
Within groups 50 78.65 1.57
Totals 51 82.98
43 Between groups 1 0.48 0.48 0.27 NS
Within groups 50 92.35 1.85
Totals 51 92.83
44 Between groups 1 4.92 4.92 2.03 NS
Within groups 50 121.15 2.42
Totals 51 126.07
45 Between groups 1 1.92 1.92 0.73 NS
Within groups 50 132.08 2.64
Totals 51 134.00
46 Between groups 1 4.80 4.80 2.16 NS
Within groups 49 108.84 2.22
Totals 50 113.64
47 Between groups 1 0.17 0.17 0.24 NS
Within groups 50 36.81 0.74
Totals 51 36.98
48 Between groups 1 0.02 0.02 0.04 NS
Within groups 50 24.04 0.48
Totals 51 24.06
(continued next page)
Table 3 (continued)
Sum of Mean F Significance
Question Source DF squares squares ratio of F
49 Between groups 1 0.94 0.94 0.64 NS
Within groups 50 74.04 1.48
Totals 51 74.98
50 Between groups 1 0.00 0.00 0.00 NS
Within groups 50 86.31 1.73
Totals 51 86.31
51 Between groups 1 0.31 0.31 0.28 NS
Within groups 50 55.77 1.12
Totals 51 56.08
52 Between groups 1 0.31 0.31 0.42 NS
Within groups 50 36.92 0.74
Totals 51 37.23
Table 4
One-way Analysis of Variance by Ethnic Group Across Content Areas
Signif-
Variable Source DF
Sum of 
squares
Mean
squares
F
ratio
icanc* 
of F
Legal/illegal behavior Between groups 1 3.25 3.25 0.14 NS
Within groups 50 1,194.19 23.88
Totals 51 1,197.44
Parents Between groups 1 62.48 62.48 0.76 NS
Within groups 50 4,136.35 82.73
Totals 51 4,198.83
Teachers Between groups 1 3.77 3.77 0.09 NS
Within groups 50 2,095.54 41.91
Totals 51 2,099.31
Peers Between groups 1 30.77 30.77 0.56 NS
Within groups 50 2,773.46 55.47
Totals 51 2,804.23
Bad moods Between groups 1 0.08 0.08 0.02 NS
Within groups 50 191.23 3.82
Totals 51 191.31
School/money Between groups 1 0.69 0.69 0.16 NS
Within groups 50 218.54 4.37
Totals 51 219.23
Authority figures Between groups 1 8.48 8.48 2.44 NS
Within groups 50 174.04 3.48
Totals 51 182.52
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t-test Summary:
Table 5 
Demographic Comparisons
Variable Mean SD SE
t
value DF
Signif­
icance
Age: Native Americans 18.50 2.30 0.45 4.34 50 > .05
Caucasians 14.27 4.41 0.86
Grade: Native Americans 8.54 4.38 0.86 -1.22 50 <. 05
Caucasians 9.65 1.65 0.32
Occupation : Native Americans 4.81 4.10 0.80 1.09 50 < .05
Caucasians 3.73 2.91 0.57
Education: Native Americans 3.54 1.21 0.24 1.84 50 < .05
Caucasians 2.85 1.49 0.29
Number of cases: 26 in all instances
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Table 6
Chi-square: Living Situation by Ethnic Group
Variable
Chi-
square DF
Signif­
icance
Birth-5 years 0.00 1 £ > .05
6-10 years 1.85 1 p > .05
10-15 years 2.26 3 £ > .05
Currently 24.12 4 £ < .05
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Table 7
Pearson Correlation Coefficients (Relationship Between 
Age, Grade Level, SES, and PIAG Performance 
[Across Groups])
Age
r = .23, dt = 52, £ < .05 
Grade Level
r_ = .04, df = 52, £ > .05
Socioeconomic Status 
Occupation
r = .03, df = 52, £ > .05 
Education
r = .07, df = 52, £ > .05
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Chi-square:
Table 8
Living Situation by 
(Across Groups)
PI AG Performance
Chi- Signif­
Variable square DF icance
Birth-5 years 3.1 2 p > .05
6-10 years .05 2 2 > *05
10-15 years 3.55 2 2 > -05
Currently 15.09 2 £ < .05
Testing site 9.78 2 £ < .05
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